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ABSTRACT

This document is the first volume of a two4olume NUREG/CR. It descrito a four phase approach
for deseloping criteria that can be used for assessing the adequacy of severe accident management pians
for nuclear power plants. The general attributes of accident maingement plans (Phase 1) are identified,
and a pmcess for developing and implementing severe accident management plans (Phase 2)is described.
This pmcess is based on a prototype process described in NUREG/CR 5543. The prototype pmcess was
revised using resuhs from an evaluation of this process (Phase 3), which is documented in Volume 2.
General criteria for auessing the adequacy of accident management plans are also presented (Phase 4). *

These criteria were based on process specific criteria presented in Volume 2 and NUREG/CR-5543.

FIN B5723-Accident Management Framework
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Accident Management is an essential element bould include, based on the stated accident

of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) management objectises and other pertinent :

Integre. ion Plan for the closure of severe accident infonnation.
'

issues. This element will consolidate the results
from other key elements, such as the Individual Phase 2. Integrate the identified general i

Plant Examination, the Containment Perfonnance attributes into a prototype process that
impmvement, and the Sesere Accident Research includes the steps necessary to develop and ,

'

programs, in a tonn that can be used to enhance implement an accident management plan
the safety programs for nuclear power plants. The with the capability to provide sescre accident
NRC is currently conducting a program that will management at a plant.

aid in defining the swpe and attributes of accident
management. The fundamental objective of the Phase 3. Validate the capabilities of the pro-

pmgram is as follow s: cess through an application that uses infor-
mation expected to be available at a nuclear

Each NRC Rensee shall implement for each power plant. This application is intended to
nuclear plant an ' Accident Management Plan * identify discrepancies. Improvements will
that provutes a framework for evaluating be developed to correct them.
information on severe accidents, including
that developed through conduct of the Individ. Phase 4. Identify criteria, based on the
ual Plant Examinations, for preparing and important characteristics of the validated
implementing severe accident operating pro- process, that can be used to assess the ade-
cedures, and for training operators and man- quacy of accident management plans,
agers in these procedures.

All phases of this approach have been com-
The NRC staff, including the Office of Nucle- pleted, initial results, including a prototype pro-

at Regulatory Research (RES), received instrue- cess and preliminary criteria, were documented in
tions from the Commission and the Executive NUREG/CR 5543 Volume 2 of this NUREGiCR
Director for Operations to work with the nuclear presents results from the validation of the proto-
utility industry to define the scope and cont:nt of type pmcess (Phase 3) and a set of pmeess-specif-
accident management plans and to develop guid- ic assessment criteria that were developed. The
ance on these plans. In accordance with these pmcess was modified to reflect the results of the
instructions, RES is conducting a research program validation phase and a set of more general criteria
to establish those attributes of a plant severe acci- were produced (Phase 4). This report updates
dent inanagement phm that are necessary to ensur NUREG/CR 5543 to incorporate these results in
elfcctisc response to credible severe accidents and Phases 1. 2, and 4.

recommend criteria that can be used to assess the
adequacy of accident management plans. We hace used infonnation from the follow-

ing sources to identify the pencral attributes that
To assist in this program, an appmach com- an accident management plan should have: the

prising four phases has been developed to identify objectives for accident management described
the important attributes of a severe accident man- in NRC correspondence (SECY-012 89), the
agement plan and, based on these attributes, to five accident management framework elements
produce assessment criteria. The primary objec- identified by the NRC, and the processes
tive for each phase follows: involved in the development of the currently

used design-basis approach for classifying and
Phase 1. Identify the general attributes that analyzing potential accidents. We identified
an implemented accident management plan nine attributes by anessing and integrating the

is NUREG/CR-6009
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infonnation obtained from these three sources. 5. Indication that adequate ;>lant status
We believe an implemented accident manage- information is available to monitor all
ment plan should have Ine following genetal plant safety functions and is available to
attributes: select and to assess the elfectiseness of all

strategies
1. Adequate information to understand the

capabilities and potential limitations of 6. C|catly delineated lines of de<ision mat-
the plant. including both eqt 'pment and inq analwrity and responsibdity
personnel

7. Provision for adequate training of all per-
2. A clearly dentified set of accident man- sonnel involved in accident management

agement strategies that will effectively
prevent or mi'igate undesirable accident 8. litlidation of the performance of the
consequences implemented accident management plan

3. Procedures andguidelines implemented at 9 A formal mechanism in place to idennjv
all appropriate levels in the organization and incorporate new infinmation into the
for esmuing the strategies implemented accident management plan

as it becomes as allable.
4. I:yincaed methads (necewary sy3tems

and equipment) identified for the proper Our process is based on these attributes.1 ig-
imp!ementation of strategies nre liS-l illustrates the eight steps of the process.

j integrate 3 Deta'm'"* 5 seiect 7 vaware
information capabihties stratemes

N \ \ ( \
A / A / A / A-

I g incorporato |2 Categonze 4 Identity g implwent
sequences stratooies enhancomsnt information E

. sumans

| 1
| 5.1 Develop prehm. b.1 Implement proce- )
'

inary procedures dures & guidelines
^

|- i

I I 62 Implement
452 Evaluate phenom- 5.3 Eva'? ate decision making

| enological behaviof human performance 1
'

I i 6.3 implement
I equipment

5.4 Evaluate eqwp- |
**"I P* ""

6A implement com-
putational aids

5.5 Evaluate instru-
iment performance

6 5 Implement,

information
5 6 Select strateg:es |

| 6.6 Implement
3

5.7 Select "U

enhancements

Figure ES-1. Process for developing an accident management plan.
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Step 1. Assemble the existing infonnation needed be used to select strategies that will effectively
to understand plant capabilities and limitauons address the sequence categories. Once you have
during severe accidents. Examples of such infor- setected strategies, you can identify the accident
mation are individual plant examination (IPE) management enhancements necessary for imple-
resul s, plant-specine design and operations infur- menting all selected strategies. Enhancements aret

mation, and results from ses ere accident research. those changes in the plant hardware and opern-
tions necessary to implement the selected strate-

Step 2. Categorite the sesere accident sequences gies,
identified by the IPE or PRA into assessmsnt cate-
gories having similar accident characteristics and Step 6. Use the information developed in the Ove

! challenges to safety functions. These assessment previous steps to implement your accident man-
categories will guide the remaining steps in deter- agement enhancements. Umugh each plant will
mining what plant capabilitie exist to enhance likely have a unique process for implementation,
accident management and what accident manage- the areas where changes will be made are com-
ment strategies would be beneficial. mon: (a) procedures and guidance, (b) delineation

of decision-making responsibility and authority,
Step 1 Idennfy plant-specific accident rnanage- (c) equipment and engineered systems,(d) compu-
ment capabilities hasing the potential to be effec- taticnal aids, (c) instrumentation, and (f) training
tive for the assessment categories identified in programs.
Step 2. We re:ommend a structured question-
answer format for the following meas: procedures Step 7. Validate your implemented accident man-
and guidance, training, instrumentaion, equip- agement plan, including the strategies, procedures,
ment, and decision-making responsibility and guidance, computational aids, engineered meth-
authonty. These accident management capabilities ods, decision-making structura, and training. The
are used in Steps 4 and 5 to identify tnd evaluate methods are similar to the validation tasks identi-

'

strategies. fied in NUREG OSO9 for implementation of the
symptom based emergency operating procedures

Step 4. Identify strategies that have the potential (EOPs).
to prevent or mitigate the consequences for the
assessment categories identified in Step 2. Use the Step 8. Identify and incorporate new severe acci-
answers to questions developed in Step 3 to dent information in the implemented accident
accomplish this objective, by identifying accident management plan. This is accomplished by (a)
management actions that intervene in the accident identiiying new severe-accident information that

'

sequences, placing emphasis on tLe use of existing has not been considered in the implemented acci-
phtnt equipment and personnel. Strategies identi- dent management plan, (b) detennining how this
fied for similar plants or identified fron: other new information influences the implemented acci-
investigations should also be considered. dent management plan, and (c) identifying needed

improvements,if any.
Step 5. Evaluate the potential strategies identified
in Step 4 and select those that will be most effec- A set of general assessment criteria were
tive. Sitially, develop preliminary procedures that developed that can be used to assess the adequacy
list in detail the tasks needed to implement each of methods suggested for developing severe acci-
potential strategy. Then, evaluate the details of the dent management plans or to examine the capabil-
strategy in four different but interrelated areas: ity of plans that are completed. Note that both our
phenomenological behavior, human performance, recommended process and our assessment criteria
equipment performance, and instrument perfor- have not been extensively reviewed or approved
mance. The results of these evaluations can then by the NRC staff.

xi NUREG/CR-6009
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EXPLANATION OF KEY TERMS

Accident management or scrrre accident man- pumps capable of supplying water to the contain-
agement - Actions taken dur;ng the course of an ment spray systems.
accident by the plant operating and technical staff
to prevent core damage, terminate ary progress of Errnt oriented EOPs (emergency operating proce-
core damage and retain the core within the reactor dures) - Event-oriented EOPs providing operat-
vessel, maintain containment integrity as long as ing instructions that are very effective but require
possible. and minimize offsite releases. AccMent that an operator diagnose the specific event catr,-
management is separate from, but coordinated ing the transient or accident in order to mitigate the
with, emergency preparedness, w hich is concerned consequences of that transient or accident.
with the response to a release of radioactive mate-
rial to the environment. Framework - Thme elements of an accident

management plan needed to ensure it is effective
Accident management plans - Plans and actions yet flexible enough to necept new information.
undertaken by a mmtear plant staff prior o an The framework currently consists of five ele-
accident to ensute that adequate plant hardware ments: organization and decision making, strate-
capability exists and that plant personnel with gies and procedures, guidance and computational
responsibihties for accident management are ade. aids, instrumentation, and training.
quately prepared to take effective onsite actions to
present, or mitigate the consequences of, a severe Function oriented EOPs - EOPs that provide
accident. operator guidance on how to verify the adeq;.acy;

of cr;tical safety functions and how to restore and
Computational aid - Precalculated analyses, maintain thase functions when they are degraded.
nomographs, or easily used computer aids avail- Function-oriented emergency operating procc-
able to p'. ant staff during an accident for estimat- dures are written in a way that the operator need
ing the occurrence and timing of key plant phe- not diagnose an event, such as a LOCA, to main-
nomena and for evaluating the elficacy of candi- tain a plant in a safe condition.
date strategies.

Industry guidance - Information provided to
Decision maAing - The process of solving a nuclear utilities (for example, by NRC and
problem through the conscious acts of considera- NUM ARC) ta aid in development of an accident
tion and resolution. management plan.

hmergency operating procedures (EOPs) - Interfacing system loss of coolant accidents
Plant procedures that direct licensed operators' (ISI.OCA t) - A class of accidents initiated by
actions necessary to mitigate the consequences of hardware failures or human errors that result in the
transients and accidents that have caused plant overpressurization and rupture of systems that
parameters to exceed reactor protection system set interface with the reactor coolant system. Signifi-
points or engineered safety feature set points, or cant risk may be attributed to ISLOCAs that occur-

other established limits, outside of the containment building.

Eng.'ncered methods - Methods that use plant Management - The acts of planning and super-
hardware that can be used in accident management vising such that available resources are used to
stra:egies to prevent or mitigate the consequences achieve an objective,

,

of severe accidents. Examples are spool pieces
that prende a cross tic between water soures for Phenomenological behavior-- The conditions (for
units at multiple unit sites, or nonsafety grade example, temperature, pressure, fuel State) occur-

xv NUREG/CR-6009
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I
| ring in a nuclear power plant system contalmnent, example, emergency operating procedures,
j and surrounding environment resulting from the There are two types of technical guidelines, as

,

j thermal, hydraulic, mechanical, radiological, and defined below.

j chemical phenomena.
Generic technicalg.udelines. Guidelinesr

| Procedural Guidance - Plant procedures, guide- prepared for a group of plants with a similar j

i lines, job descriptions, organizational descriptions, design.

|
communication and informction flow charts,
descriptions of the decision making process. etc. Plant specific Technical Guidelines,

3

Plant specific technical guidelines are one of thei

i Procedures - Licensee-developed instructions following: .'

| that ensure planned plant staff respomes to severe ,

!i accident conditions. Technical guidelines prepared by plants.

!~ not using generic technical guidelines
j Safety Function - A functier. specifically

| required to keep the plant in a safe condition so A description of the planned method for.

j that public heahh and safety will not be endan- developing plant specific EOPs from the
j gered. Example safety functions are maintaining generic guidelines by including plant spe-
I core heat removal, maintaining reactor coolant cific infonnation (for example, deviations
I system heat renioval, and maintaining contain- from generic technical guidelines neces-
{ ment pressure control. sary because of different plant equipment,

'

I operating characteristics, or design).
' '

5trategy, global - A group of strategies or activ.
j itics at a plant developed with the common objec- Vedidation - The processes by which an accident

.

tive to prevent or mitigate the effects of severe management plan is evaluated against the basic4

j accidents. objectives or requirements cf that plan.- Typically,

| these objectives address the basic question of
; Strategy, specific - One of a set of strategies or whether the various components of the plan are
: group of activities that accomplish a globat strategy, prepared properly, are integrated and well-inter- ,

} faced, and are workable from both a technical and
Symptom based analysis - The concept of ana- human factors standpoint,,

lyzing instrument indications of plant conditions
and behavior to identify accident symptoms and to Verification - The process of determining

i
select strategies for accident management based whether or not the products of a given phase of !

| on these symptoms. development meet all of the requirements estab-
j

.
lished during all previous phases.

! Technical guidelines - Documents that identi(y

] the equipment or systems to be operated and list it'riter's guide - A writer's guide details how to '

| the steps necessary to mitigate the consequences prepare text and visual aids for emergency operat-
j of transients and accidents and restore safety ing procedue s so that they are complete, accurate,

functions. Technical guidelines represent engi - convenient, readable, and acceptable to control
neering data derised from transient.and accident room personrel. Its recommendations address all -4

j analyses and translated such that they can be aspects of writing procedures from a human fac-
j_ used to write detailed plant procedures, for ters standpoint

i
!

I

i,
r
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A Systematic Process for Developing and Assesdng
Accident Management Plans

INTRODUCTION

Significant capabili.ies for the management These capabilities are generally directed
of accidenta currently ex'st at nuclear power gen- toward preventing damage to the reactor core, pre-

eratig stations in the Un?ted States. These capa- venting containment failure, and minimizing pub-

bilities are based on the United States Nuclear lie health risks. Although some capabilities exist

Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulations and for managing the effects of severe accidents
are generally outlined in Supplemert I to (those that extend beyond core damage), the effec-

NUREG-0737, Emergency Response Capability liveness of theu capabilities to reduce risk for a

(USNRC 1982)a and in NUREG-0654/ FEMA. bmad range of credible severe accidents has not
REP 1, Rev.1, Criteria for Preparation and Evalu- been demonstrated.

ation of Radiological Emergency Response Plans
and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power The staff of the NRC have concluded that the
Plants (USNRC 1980). Examples of these capa- risk associated with severe core damage accidents

bilities include the following: can be further reduced through effective accident'

management. This conclusion was reached based
Emergency response facilities on infonnation from probabilistic risk assessments*

(PRAs), severe accident research and analysis.'

Technical support center and findings from a study conducted through the-

- Operatmnal support center International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group
- Emergency operatmns facih.ty (INSAG 1988). Examples of potentiallimitations

identified in the current approach to accident man-
Function-oriented, symptom-based emergency "E* *'"' "I' "' I"U * '

.

operating procedures (EOPs) |

Instrumentation in accordance with Regulato- The emergency operating procedures (EOPs) |*
'

ry Guide 1.97 presently implemented at nuclear power plants .|
are primarily directed at the prevention of core

Control rooms with appropriately human engi- damage, which is the first priority of accident.

neered equipment management, and at the maintenance of cont
tainment integrity, llowever, these EOPs may

Safety parameter display system (SPDS) not have sufficient directions for coping with*

extenshe core damage and glocation, failure
Radiological emergency response plans, of the reactor vessel, threats to containment*

meluding integrity that may derive from severe core
amage, rm gat n of fissi n pr duct

Onsite emergency organization "'I#"***
-

Emergency classification-

- - Notification and communications The current provisions for coordination of*
Accident assessment-

. Protective response onsite accident management with offsite,
-

Radiological exposure control emergency response may need additional defi.-

Exercises and drills. nition _when managing severe accidents. For-

example,if containment venting is selected as

a. Reference to sources is by author and date, See an accident management strategy, the decision

the Reference section, page 62, for full citations, to execute an onsite strategy has potential off-

,
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j Introduction

.

_j site consequences, which implies a need for ating staff in case of a severe accident, lhtensive -|
additional communicatior, and consultauon hardware changes to reduce the frequency of

~

with offsite organizationt severe accidents are not a central aim of the {
implementation of this plan, though lim ted minor ;

i

Accident hianagement is, therefore, an essen- modifications may prove beneficial. ;

tial element of the NRC Integration Plan for the :
j closure of severe accident issues and will prcvide The NRC staff, and the Office of Nuclear
! a means to consolidate the sesuhs from other key Regulatory Research (lies) in particular, received
| clements ;for example the Individual Plant Exami- the following instructions from the Commission !

i nation (IPE), the Containment Performance and the Executive Director for-Operations !

! Impmvement, and the Severe Accident Research (USNRC 1989): ;

) pogram3] in a fonn that un be used to enhance
! the accident prevention and mitigation capabilities The staff will continue to work with
j of nuclear power plants. The Accident hianage- NUh1 ARC to define the scope and content of
i ment element will ensure that planned actions and an accident management frainework or plan ;

j preparatory measures are developed that will and the means for implementing such a frame-

| extend operating procedures, guidelines, and
training well beyond pbnt design basis accident -

conditions and that will make effective use of Table 1. Accident management plan4

i existing persnnnel, equipment, and information in objectives
l severe accident situations.

,

4

1 1. Develop technically sound strategies fo*
j The NRC is currently conducting a program maximiring the effectiveness of person- !
j that will aid in defining the scope and attributes of nel and equipment in preventing af 4 mit-

|
accident management for nuclear power plantL igating potential severe accidents. This >

The fundamental objective of the program is as includes ensuring that guidelines and;
I0ll"j procedures to implement these strategies

.

are in place at all plants,,

i Each NRC licensee shall implement for each

j nuclear plant an ' Accident hianagement Plan' 2. Ensure that installed instrumentation and
'

y which provides a framework for evaluating equipment called for in the diagnosis atid
j mformation on severe accidents, meluding that contral of accidents beyond the desi;"i-
; deseloped through conduct of the Individual

basis are identified and assessed to deter- ,

j- Plant Exanjmations (IPEs), for preparmg and mine their availability and capabilities,
'

j implementmg severe accident operatmg pr * and the need for increntental improve-
: cedures, and for training operators and man-

ments of existing systems to ensure their
agers in the3e procedures (USNRC 1989),

availability is assessed. .

| The a;cident management plan that licensees
.

e
. 3. Ensure that nuclear plant stalf are tramed

.

will u,n. lop and implement for each plant is-

in the procedures and gu.delines to fol-
.

i4

expected to incorpocate the foul subsidiary oby.c-i

Iw.m the event of an accident beyondtives (USNr1C 1989) listed in Table 1, This plan
the design basis of the plant, and ensure

- is miended to promoteThe most effective use of
I available utility resources (people and hardware) the utility management is trained and pre-

pared to deal with seme amdents.
| to prevent or mitigate severe accidents, - Its
j implementation would be achieved through

Prov.de a technical basis for assessina4, i
; improvements in the existing emergency proce-
i dures and traimng programs, and by additional the effectiveness of specific accident

planning for severe accidents, which could man gement str tegies and capat>ilities.*

3

strengthen the support provided to the plant oper-

NUREG/CR-6009 2
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Introduction

work. Through a coordinated effort, the stJr attributes that an implemented accident man-
will develop guidance on the accident man- agement plan should include.
agement framework (as part of the accident
management research cifort). . Phase 1 To integrate the identified general.

altributes into a protot)pe pocess that
't he NRC will pmvide guidance to industry on includes the steps necessary to develop and
the scope and content of a utility accident implement an accident managernent plan with
management plan or framework in a generic the capability to provide severe accident man-
letter on accident management. agement at a plant.

Responding to these instructions RES is con. Phase A To validate the capabilities of the
ducting a research propcm to establish those proceu through an application that uses infor-
attributes of a plant severe accident management mation typical of that apected to be avahable
plan neceuary to ensure effective response to at a nuclear power plant. This application is
credible sesere accidents and to recommend crite- expected to identify discrepancies in the pro-
ria that can be used to auess tne adequacy of ci- cess. Improvements will be developed to cor-
dent management plans. Figure i illustrancs the rect the discrepancies,
general approach developed to provide asseument
criteria. 'Ihe rectargles in the figure represert Phase 4. To use the imponant characteristics
information sources used H the approach, and the of the benchmark process to identify criteria
circles represent the phases that must be accom- that can be used to auen the adequacy of
plished to carry out the approach. The prirnary accident management plans developed and
objectives for each phase are as follow s: impicmented by the nuclear utility industry.

Phase l. To use the NRC objectives outlined in this report, Volume 1 of a two volume
in SECY-012-89 (USNRC 1989) 'md other NUREG/CR, we update the results presented in
pertinent h> formation to identify the general NURiiG/CR-5543 (llar on et al.1991) to include

NRC
'objectives

-

.

i NRC Identify Develop Validate
.

assessment
Identify

framework + general --*' protoype T
(processcapabilitiescriteria /

elements attributes process

/

Current
accident
management
process

Figure 1. Approach for deve sing guidance for an accident management plan.
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Introduction

2
s

lessons learned during the validation of the pnito- improvements identified during the third pha*.e.
type process (Phase 3). Results from I"iases 1,2 Section 4 contains a general set of criteris, that
and 4 are emphasized. Section 2 describes the can be used to assess accident management plans.
general attributes developed durmg the first phase Volume 2 (llanson et al.1991) contains the results
and shows how these attributes were used to out- from Phase 3 and describes changes to the prelim-
line a prototype process for Phase 2. Section 3 inary criteria documented in NUREG/CR-5543.
Gescribes in detail the uplated process for devel-
opment and implementation of accident manage- Note that both the process and the cdteria rep-
ment plans. This process is based on the proto- resent recommendations by the authors that have
type process developed durmg Phase 2, and docu- not been extensively reviewed or approved by the
mented in NUREG/CR 5543, and includes NRC staff.

_ _ .

;
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2. IDENTIFICATION OF GENERAL ATTRIBUTES AND
AN OUTLINE OF A PROCESS

In thh section we present resuhs from the first identified a total of nine seneral attributes,
of the tour phases illustrated in Figure 1, the iden- Table 3 presents an mervie c of the attributes
tihcation of general attributes that should be inher-
ent in accident management plant We also pre. The nine attributes can be considered as repre-
sent an outline of a process, based on the identi- senting three broad areas that relate to the prepara-
fied attributes, that could be m.ed for developing tion, implementation, and long-term monitoring of
an accident management plan. an accident management plan. The first attribute

relates to the information necessary to prepare
Identifying General Attributes accident management plans. Attributes 2 through

7 are important during the preparation and imple.
We used the infonnation from the three major mentation of accident management plans.

sources shown in the rectangles in Figure I to Attributes 8 and 9 are necessary to ensure that an
identify the general attributes an accident manage- established accident management plan is validat-
ment plan should have. The NRC objectives, ed and properly maintained. Justification of each
shown in the first rectangle and discussed in Sec- of the atributes follows:
tion 1. describe the outcome expected from the
development and implementation of un accident 1. Adequate information to smdcrstand the capa-
management plan, which provide insights for bilitics ami potential limitations of the plant.
identifying several key attributes. Example including both cquipment and persormcl.
attributes are (a) technically sound strategies, (b)
expar.ded guidelines and procedures, (c) adequate An understanding of potential accident % and
instrumentation, (d) improved couipment use, and the capabilities that exist to prevent or mitigate
(e) expanded training. From the second source of these accidents, is inoportant during the plan-
infonnation, the NRC has identified five accident ning phases of accident management and also
management framework elernents considered during the response phase, should an accident -

essential for accident management (listed in occur. Much of the infonnation leading to this
Table 2). These framework elements are dis- understanding would be acquited during the
cussed both in SECY-012 89 (USNRC 1989) and development of an IPE or PRA. Additional
in the material related to the IMividual Plant Eval- understanding will rely on a detailed knowl-
uation (IPE) program (Palla 1989). The third ed; of the design and operation of the plant.
source of information is based on the processes For example, an understanding of the capabili-
involved in developing the currently used design- ties and availability of non-safety grade equip-
basis approach for classifying and analyzing ment and other resources is necessary to
potential accidents. ensure the most elfcctive response to potemial

severe accidents.
We identified the general attributes of an acci-

tient management plan by assessing and integrat- 2. A c/carly idennfied set of accident manage-
ing information obtained from the three sources. ment strategics that will effectively pictent or
As expected, there was good correspondence mitigate undesirah/c accident carncquences,
between the attributes derived from the NRC
objectives and the NRC framework elements We Preplanned actions (strategies) should be
also identified additional attributes that comple- developed when the time for reaction to acci- !

mented those identified from the other two dentet .ditions is relatisely short or when the
sources, based on the review of current accident consequences of an accident are considered to
management approaches. From all sources, we be high. Strategies for nuclear power plants

5 NUREG/CR-6009
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i Identification of General Attributes and an Outline of a Process .
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I

Table 2. NitC accident management f rame- Yatue 3. The nine general attobutes of acci-
; work elements dont mancgement .'

i '

Accident Management Strategies 1. Adequate information to understand the*

capabilities and potential limitations of the;

j Training plant, including both equipment and per-.

| sonnel
.

t Guidance and Computational Aids !+

i 2. A clearly identified set of accidert man.
I

Instrumentation *!'ement strategies that will effectively-*

prevent or mitigate undesirs.ble accident
,

Delineation of Decision making itesponsi- '""''4"'"''S
'

*

bilities.

j 3. Psocedure: and guidelines impleme-ned at
i all appropriate levels in the organi ationi

j should be airned at preventing core damage, for executing the strategies
j preventing reactor vessel failure, preventing
| containment failure, and mitigating fission 4. Engineered methods (necessaiy systems

| product rc! case for the identified potential vul. nnd equipment) identified for the proper .

3 nerabilities of the plant, implementation of stratepes .

4

3. Procedures and guidelines impirmented at all 5. Indication that adequate ohmt status irifor--

| appwpriate levels in the organi:ation for cae. mation is available to moniter all plant safe-

| rufing the strategics.. ty functions and is available to select and to

assess the effectiveness of all strateF esi

Procedures and guidelines must be available to
. aid the personnel imolved in accident manage. 6. Clearly delineated lines of decision mak-
| ment. A(klitional pnvedores and guidelines may ing authority and responsibility
i be needed for wvere accidents to ensure that all
i personnel involved in accident management will 7. Provision for adequate trainiag of all per-

! successfully implement proper prevemive or mit. sonnel invol~ed in accident management ,

j igetive measures. Guidelines may be most
8. Validation of 1he perforn,ance of the

| appropriate for personnel located at the technical
( support center or in utilky corporate offices. All implemented accident management plan

,

] procedures and guidelines should be based on *

9 A fonnal mechanisu in place to identify! evaluatiom of the tasks personnel must perfonn.
{_ and incorporate new infonnation into the

.

^ ! * P ''"* "''d *"Id'"' ** * * E''"'"' A *" "I
i 4. Engineered methods (necessary systems and

" *"*****U"N'
| equipment) identified for the proper imple.
i mentation of strategies.
j

_ _
allow the use of alternate pumps or coolant

L Some strategies may rely on the use of exist- sources, and developing computational aids to -
i ing equipment in new or innovative ways or project system conditions into the fotare to
j may rely on rapid assessment of accident con- identify the need for imr?Jiate implementa-

ditions and rapid response. Engineered meth- tion of a specific strategy all as development .
-

ods may therefore tv in the form of either soft- and use of engineering methods.,

ware or hardware. - for example, we would
; consider identifying innovative system align- $, Indication that adequate plant status informa-
i ments, fabricating necessary spool pieces to tion is available to monitor all plant safety
a

j NUREG/CR-6009 6
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Identification of General Attributes and an Outline of a Process
<

|

Junctions arulis availabic to select and to 9. A formal me< haniwt in place tv identft and
assess the effectiveness ofull strategics. incorporalc new information into the imple- :

mented accident managtment plan as it
'

identification and diagnosis of accident condi- becomes availabic.
tions and selection, implementation, and
awessment of the effectiveness of prevention Following the development and implementa- ,

or mitigation measures must all be based on tion of an accident management plan, new

the infonnation supplied by the plant measure- information on accident initiators, accident ,

ment systems. The measutrment systems phenomena, or prevention and mitigation capa-

must supply accurate information our the full b"ities may become available. A means must

range of the expected accident conditions and be included for identifying and understanding

must survive the harsh severe accident envi- the impact of this information, together with a
ronments to ensure that accident management means of modifying tiie implemented accident

responses nre adequate. management plan if the new infonnation could
have significant impact on the identification,

6. Clearly delineated lines of decision maling prevention. or mitigation of accidents,

authority and responsibility.
Process Steps

Lines of authority and responsibility for deci-
sion making must be clearly defined during I; sing the attributes described abme, we have

the planning phase of accident management to developed a process to produce an accident man-

emure timely, well.dmught-out decisions, and agement plan. Figure 2 presents the steps of this

that the decisions will be honored at all lesels process. Figure 3 presents the relationship
within the accident management structme dur- between the previously described attributes and the

ing the response to an accident, steps and substeps of the process. We briefly +

describe the process now and provide additional
J. Prmision for aJcqaate training of all person- detail in Section 3.

nel involved in accident managemera.
The first step in the process involves assem.

Personnel involved in accident management bling the infonnation needed to understand the
must be properly trained to ensure high likeli- capabilities and limitations of the plant. Resources

! hood they will successfully manage an neci- that should be available at the beginning of this pro-
I dent. The extension of accident management cess include descriptions of plant design and opera-

into the sesere accident regime may require tions, results from the IPE or the probability risk

that personnel involved in accident manage- assessment (PRA), and severe accident infonnation.

ment possess additional skills, knowledge, and Information should be plant specific, though gener-
abilities (SKAK The desired SKAs and appro- ic information can be used if it is detemiined to be
priate training must be identified. . directly applicable to the plant. - Although most of

the information would be readily available from an

8. Udidation of the performance of the imp /c- IPE or PRA, examples of important additional *

|
mented accident management plan. infonnation are generic infonnation from studies or

evaluations of similar plants, recent NRC infonna-
j

Once an aesident management plan is devel- tion Notices, and results trom Generic issue studies,

oped and implemented, a validation process Once you have assembled infonnation you should
should be used to ensure that all parts of the incorporate it into the plant-specific database on
system work together to_ provide the desired severe accidents and make it accessible from strate-
level of accident management capability. Vali- . gic plant locations (such as at the technical support

-dation could b* accomplished using such center and control room) where it can be used as a
means as simulation, review, exercise, or drill. resource during the development phase of the acci-

|
\ ,

,
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. 1 '" formation ]
3 D*''' * '"' 5 Set"d !7 VahdateIteo'ata!

in caoabaii n straico,es

N N \ \
( / s - w -/ w

l incorporate2 categorire I 4 ment 4 i6 mpiement g
! sequencesj strategie enhancement informaton

unununu

j _

i

j 5 t Develop prehm. 6.1 implement proce-

| inary procedures dures & guidelines

| I

I I 6.2 Implement
i 452 Evaluate phenom- 5 3 Evaluate decision making

enciogical behavior human peHormance i
,

j 1 1 6.3 Implement
I

'

equipment
1 5 4 Evaluate equip- I

ment performance
6 4 Implement Com-
putational sidsi

5 5 Evaluate instru- y
; ment performance
; 6.5 Implement,
j information
j 5 6 Select strategies I

; 6.6 Implement,

! 5 7 Select
" 0

enhancements
,

i Figure 2. Process for oeveloping an accident managament plan.
t
i

dent management plan, during trait.ing and during ties that can be used as the basis for strategies that
response to an accident. effectively prevent or mitigate severe accidents.

j Search for these additional capabilities must
; The objective of the second step of the process include several broad areas: procedures and
! is to categorite the severe accident sequences iden- guidelines, training, instrumentation, equipment,

tified by the IPE or PRA based on similarities ir- and decision making authority and responsibility.-

; the characteristics of these sequences. Since there A broad examination of each area is necessary to
i may be a large number of potentially different ensure comprehensive results. For example, in the
j requences, it is important to select characteristics area of equipment you should identify non-safety
i that are broadly based, such as plant safety func- grade equipment with the capability to perform the

tions. For example, sequences that resuh in similar _ function of safety grade equipment. You wouldi

mechanisms that cause challenges to plant safety also detennine what equipment could be repaired,

] functions can be grouped together into categories. on site and the time required for its repair. A
: These categories, called assesst stegories, are question-answer format is used to focus this exam-

used throupout the remaining p.ocess steps to ination.
| provide a basis for identifying potential accident
'

management strategies and assessing their capabil- The fourth step is a method to identify poten-
ities to prevent or mitigate severe accidents. tial strategies that can intervene in the progress of

; a severe accident to prevent or mitigate its conse-
The third step is intended to identify and quences. The first substep is to determine whete

describe specific hardware and personnel capabili- there would be opportunities for intervention for

NUREG/CR-6009 83
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Identification of General Attributes and an Outline of a Process

Attributes Process Stops

1. Understanding of capabilities :- STEP 1. Assemble and Integrate Infonnation

\* STEP 2. Categorite Sesere Accident Sequencesand potentiallimitations

STEP 3. Identify Accident h1anagement Capabilities

2. Identified set of strategies > STEP 4. Identify Potential Strategies

STEP.% Evaluate and Select Strategies

Substep 5.1. Develop Preliminary Procedures and3. Prxedures and guidelines y

implemented Guidelines
Substep 5.2. Assess Phenomenological Behavior
Substep 5.3. Evaluate iluman Behavior
Substep 5.4. livaluate Equipment Perfonnance4. Engineered methods avail- r

able Substep 5.5. Evaluate Instrument Performance
Substep 5.6. Select Straic ,ies

5. Plant status infonnation Substep 5.7. Select Accident Management
as ailable Enhancements for implement? tion

STEP 6. Implement Enhancements and Strategies

Substep 6,1. Implement Procedures and Guidelines:
Substep 6.2. Implement Delineation of Decision6. Decision making authority *-

ano responsibility delineated Making Responsibilities
Substep 6.3. Implement Equipment and Engineered*-

Methods
Substep 6.4. Implement Computational Aids>
Substep o.5. Implement Infonnation Needs:-
Sunstep 6.6. Implement Training7. Adequate training is received e

8. Validation is perfonned : STEP 7. Perform Program Validation

9. Identify and incorporate : 3TEP8. Identify tuid Incorporate New Information
;

Figure 3. Relationship between attributes and process stops.

each assessment eatego*y, based primarily on the final substep, describe cach proposed strategy in
answers to the questions developed in Step 3. sufficient detail that an evaluation of the effec-
Potential strategies pre then proposed to capitat- tiveness of the strategy can be performed.
ize on these oppor' unities for intervention. In
the second substep, identify potential strategies The objective of the fifth step is to evaluate
by examining the applicability of strategies from the pciential strategies and select those that would
sources outside of the plant, for example, strate- be the most effective, and to identify enhance-
gies recommended by the NRC or strategies ments that should be implemented, Enhancements
found to be effective at similar plants. For the may be either strategy specific or general. Exam-

,

,

!
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i identification of General Attributes and an Outline of a Process

. - L

1 ples of enhancements are modifications to proce- equipment will be well-defined and plant specific. '

dures needed to implement a strategy, or addition. Additional detail in the areas of procedures and
*

;

al training on the expected plant response during gmdelines, and decision making nwponsibility and ;

severe accidents to ensure that personnel will authority, are provided in this step since the ;
-

respond properly. Figure 2 illustrates the process enhancements needed for severe accident manage- |
j for executing this step. The substeps are designed - ment in these areas may be less clear. i

] to acco nplish the following:
The seventh step of the process includes the:

'

Develop preliminary procedures and work necessary to validate the accident manage-.

guideance to carry out the proposed strategies ment plan, including the strategies, procedures,
so that a detailed evaluation can be perfonned. guidelines, computational aids, engineered meth-

ods, decision making structure, and training. 'the i

Perfonn a coordinated analysis of each poten- role of validation is similar to the validation tasks.

j tial strategy to assess strategy performance identified in NURIIO-0899 (USNRC 1982) for
and to determine whether there are additional imolementation of the system based EOPs. The
needs for training, computational aids, instru- initial substep is a simple walkthrough of the pro- ,

mentation, and decision making. The analysis cedures and aids to identify and correct any defic
includes an evaluation of phenomenological ciencies in a given strategy. The second substep is4

behavior, human perfonnance, equipment per- a full, operat_ional test of the strategy, which
formance, and instrument perfomiance. includ, all parts of the organization involved in

the accident. Periodic drills may be needed to
Select strategies based on a set of criteria that ensure the implemented plan continues to be valid. ~.

ranks the strategies based on such considera-
tiota as stretegy effectiveness and likelihood In the eighth step, identify new severe acci-
of successfulimplementation. dent information that becomes available after the.

accident management programs have been put in,

Select enhancements for implementation at . place and consider how it might influence the ;.

| the plant based on the results of the preceding implemented accident management plan. This
substeps, infonnation may improve your understanding of,

severe accident phenomena or quantify the effects -
In the sixth step, implement the accident man- of personnel or equipment performance during -

agement enhancements selected in the previous step severe accidents, which could allow strategies to'

at the plant. These enhancements are modifications be eliminated, invalidate portions of existing pro-
! or additions to ths plant in the following areas: pro- , edures or strategies, or create the need for new

cedures and guidelines, delineation of decision- strategies. To properly incorporate new informa-
'

,

making regensibility and authority, equipment and tion as it becomes available, identify important
engineered systems, computational aids, instrumen- new information-and evaluate its impact on the
tation, and training programs. The process for current accident management l rogram.- If changesi,

implementation is general in some of these areas. are deemed advisable, use Steps 2 through 7 of the --

for example, equipment and engineered systems, process described above for assessing and imple-
; because the processes for modifying or adding menting the changes.

|

;

!

5

|
.
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3. PROCESS FOR DEVELOPING AN ACCIDENT MANVjEMENT PLAN

This section destibe, the step that make up should be cemposed of personnel with knowl-
the pn cess in detail. Steps 2,3. and 4 of the pro- edge and exps rience in the fo!!owing areas:
cess were modified extensnely based on the vali- plant operations, emergency response facility
dation work performed during Phase 3. operations, both safety and non safety grade

equipment. instrumentation. IPE or PRA results.
We recommend that a team approach be severe accident analysis, human factors, and

used to execute the process steps. The team training.

Step 1. Assemble and Integrate Information
r-

1 '"k,rmaton I3 [*p*'t es 5 s m eet 7 vanoate* * * "*
in cat.a wateg<es

j N / N y NA , A / A / A

]lent 42 categon impiemont g incorporate
seauences| $"8te9*5 ; enhancement ntonr.aton

Assemble and resiew intonnation on the capa- IPE/PRA Results, and (c) Severe Accident Infor-
bdities and limitations of the plant and personnel mation. Plant and Related Infonnation lists many
during severe accidents to ensure that it provides sources of plant operational data and design basis
sulticient detail to accident analysis results, including generic

research studies, which provide a database of cut.
Understand the plant specific behasior for rent plant capabilities. IPE/PRA results represent.

ses cre accident conditions the IPE and 1.evel 1 and 2 PRAs that identify
existing phnt capabilities and limitations with

Understand the plant operational and hard- regard 'o accidents that progress beyond the.

ware limitations that can affect the initiation design-basis accidents or into severe accidents.
of severe accidents or present their mitigation Severe Accident infonnation provides a source of

severe accident phenomenological behavior and
Identify the capabilities cf plant personnel. risk assessment analysis results. For example, the.

equipment, and resources that could support list of NRC Accident Management A strategies for
sesere accident management, reducing plant risk should also be included in the

severe accident information.
Major sources of information on plant-specific

bchavior and on current capabilities and limita- Developing and implementing an accident
tions are individual plant esaluations (IPEs) or management plan will be enhanced if you under-
probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs). They iden- stand the following:
tify the dominant accident sequences that lead to
core damage and potential radiological releases. The severe accident sequences that could.

Other important sources of information that occur at the plant should be identified and
should be available to supplement understandiag their estimated frequency of occurrence and
of plant limitations and c ipabilities are listed in possible consequences should be understood,
Table 4. This understanding should include these acci-

dent sequences that dominate the core melt
Table 4 lb.ts inforaation sources in three cate- frequency and those sequences that result in

gories: W hao. nr,d '' elated Infor mation, (b) significant radiological releases, even if their

11 NUREG/CR-6009
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Process for Developing an Accident Management Plan

probability is low. The IPE/PRA results
Table 4 Additional sources of iniormation should provide sufficient infonnation to devel.

"
Plant and Related information

Event notifications for power facilitics ' cach sequence, the key plant phenomeno-*

I g, cal behavior should be identified andiPlant incident repons
Licensee event reports understood. Included should be key sequence
Technical specifications events and their timings, system thermal and
Guidelines and EOPs hydraulic response, important fuel behavior
Nuclear Resiew Board meeting minutes events, Ley radiological and chemical process-
Plant Operations Review Committee es, and the expected physical twhavior of the

meeting minutes hardware. IPE/PRA information, together with
Safety system functional inspections additional severe accident infonnation, could -
Plant audits
INPO and S ALP ratings repons be used to supply the needed infonnation.

INPO significant event reports
Significant operations experience reports _ The plant equipment and instmment response-

Final safety analysis reports for the sequences should also tv identified and
10 rFR 50.59 reviews - the availabi!ity, capability, effectivenessi and
Regulatory guides limitations of key plant systems understood, i
Vendor reports and analyses (response to using the plant and related information. A

TMl action items, generie safety issues)
-NSSS service bulletins
Best-estimate analyses for simulator or ,FLc expected human performance for key+

operator training programs artithies should be identified (key operator
NRC information notices, bulletins, gener. activas and technical support center inputs)
ic letters and the capability and effectiveness of person-
LOCA and non-LOCA Research nel understood. Iloth the positive and nega-

tive aspects of the operator actions and the
IPI',lPRA Results

technical suppon center thould be considered.
The plant and related information could be

Lesel 1 & 2 PRA
IPE used in developing this understanding.

Additional Sescre Accident information Note that no new information is to be devel-
oped in the process described.1 Assembling the

Severe accident research infonnation should familiarize you with expected
Generic PRA studies (NUREG 1150, plant behavior and capabilities during severe acci-

NUREG 0396/0654) dents. The infonnation is a collection of reference
EPRl/NS AC/lNPO reports

material for use as a resource for the development
me ace ent n, use t e tdnb

cal support stalf m the event of an acc{ dent, and'RG other research reports
Assessment of infonnation needs of oper- i

ating staffs for management of severe for training. The infonnation assembled should be

accidents (assessment of. accident man. used to establish a database that can be conve-
agement safety objectives) niently accessed, either as indexed and cross-refer.

Accident Management A Strategies from .enced hardcopy at appropriate locations or as a
SECY-01249 computerizeu system.

NUREG/CR-6009 12
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Process for Developing an Accident Management Plan
;
.

Step 2. Categorize Severe Accident Sequences

S C' 7 V"*^'*

1 '"fotrnation 3 D* '""* 5 *ra*tegiestva'*
.

In Capabbt (+5 St
----J -

\ g

h'"' 'P '"'*-
L - 2 -~ '

t-
W l

| 4 s*tratnes j enhancement,
_

s tvip'innento categoree 8.

inforrnation* seuency

The objective of Step 2 is to orgni/e the inate those that may not apply during severe acci-

information on the plant severe accident dents This method of identifying the severe acci-

sequences ,ato categories that can be used during dent safety functions stans with the overall objec-

subsequent process steps to simplify the evalua- tives of accident management and relates these

tion of the accident management capabilities and objectives to the various strategies using a hierar-
the identification of plant enhancements. The pro- chical tree structure. The role of personnel in the

totype process proposed three substeps for catepo. management of a severe accident is to ensure that

riting sequences. Ilowever, the Phase 3 validation certain safety objectives are met. In order to meet

resuhs indicated that the propmed substeps did not these safety objectives, cenain critical plant safety

accomplish the objective specified for this :.tep. functions must be maintained within acceptable
limits. An acciLnt will present challenges to the

Three alternative methods of categorizing safety functions, which are caused by different
sequence iniormation were developed during the mechanisms. Although not necessary for the cate-

eva!uanon of the prototype process (Phase 3). The goritation process, the strategies for preventing or
first method uses the esents on the PRA or IPE mitigating the mechanisms that cause safety func-
event trees as categories because all severe acci- tion challenges can also be listed. The safety
dent sequences comprise a series of these events. objectives, safety functions, challenges, mecha-
Examples of categories based on esents are Fail- nisms, and strategies fonn a natural hierarchy that,

ure of IIPl Systems, Failure to Depressurize RCS, for convenience of analysis, can be arranged in a

liigh Pressure Melt Ejection, Preexisting Comain- tree structure.
ment 1.eak, and Steam Generator Tube Ruptnre.
This method can be used to assess the current For this example, assume that the plant safety
accident management capabilities and develop functions associated with prevemion of the acci-
potential strategies to prevent or mitigate the dent have not been successfully employed and, as

events. We chose to call these categories assess- a consequence, core damage : is occurred and a
ment categories rather than sequence categories severe accident is underway. (Core damage is
because they are not tied directly to a sequence or considered to have occurred when there is signifi-

j

group of sequences but are a tool to aid in assess- cant miditation of tbc cladding and fission prod-
ing and enhancing a plant's accident management ucts have been released into the reactor coolant
capabilities. system.) The severe accident management objec-

tives and their supporting safety functions can be
The second methed uses plant safety functions separated into two categories, thme associated

to identify appropriate categories. The concept of with in-vessel accident management and those
plant safety functions, w hich is already incorporat. associa.ed with containment and release manage-

ed in the current symptom-based EOPs, can be ment. These categories correspond with the barri-
,

j used as the basis for categorizing severe accident ers to fission products that remain once the fuel
sequences. The first task is to examine the plant has been damaged and encompass strategies that

safety functions currently used in the EOPs to can be impkmented to reduce the inventory of fis-

assess their applicability during severe accidents sion products available for dispersion to the envi-
and to identify additional safety functions or elim- ronment. Based on this categorization, the plant

13 NUREG/CR-6009
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8

safety objectives can be defined as prevent core and containme it failure is ' harted onto safetyc

] dispersal from vessel, prevent containment failux, objective trees in Figures 7 and 8. The diagonal
{ and mitigate fission poduct release from contain- lines tl' rough the mechanism Nues indicate th;t

,

ment. the mchanism corretonds to an event in a partic-,

i ular sequence. hi the charth process, several ,

j Safety objective trees have been deseloped events may be' correlated undt * single mecha-
1 during NRC-sponsored accident management nism, ahn this mechanism is then used as an
j research for a pressurized water reactor (PWR) assessment category. For example, Hirh Pressure

with a large dry containm,nt tilanson et al.1990) Safety injection Failure ar'd Law Pressure Fafety
*

} and for a boiling water reactor (BWR) with.a injec+ien Failure both fall under the inadequate- ;
; Mark ' containment (Chien and llanson 199't RCS Inventory mechanhm. By campiling results
j- Both of Paese sets of safety objective trees are from the charting of all sequences. mechanisms

_

j applicable to plants with similar design character- that am not important challenges to safety fune-
,

| istics. Examples of the three trees for the PWRl tions "or that plant-specific categorization are -

| are shown in Figures 4,5, and 6. identiVied. Based on the Phase 3 result.,, we esti-
}

mate that about twenty percent of the mechanisms
! Categorization of severe accident sequences could be c!iminated from consideration as assess-l' can be accomplished based on the mechanisms meet categories if the correspondtnce between all -
}_ shown on the safety objective trees. These mecha- even:s and mechanisms were charted.L In addition, !
i nisms represent unique identifiers of challenges to if Yne events from each sequence were charted,
| plant safety functions and strategies with the renttionships between individual assessment cec-

potential to prevent or mitigate challenges to safe- garies could be identified. An understanding of1
+

i ty functions related diactly to these mechanisms. the relationship among assessment estegories may
|- Examples of assessment categories for this be importam, because strategWs that may be bene- *

i metbxl are Inadequate Secondary * iventory, inad- ficial for one assessment category snust be exam,
! equa:e RCS Inventory, Direct Containment lleati ined to ensure that they do not cause negative
j ing, Failure to Isolate, and Steam Generator Tube _ effects for related assessment catec~ies.- '

| Rupture.

We concluded that any of t e methods of
:

! The third method combines the characteristics defining severe accident a.ssessi...nt categoriesi
of the first two methods to define assessment cate- could be used in the remaining steps of the pro-

i gories. It was developed in reduce the number of cess, llowever, we prefer using assessment cate-
! categories by correlating the events from the event gories defined by the third method, a combination
j trees with the mechanisms from the safety objee- of events and safety objective tree mechanisms,
i tive trees. Correlation can be accomplished by because the number of categm es is reduced andd

j chaning the events associated with each mquence the trees show the relationship betiveen the plant
.

from the event uees onto the mechanisms repre- safety objectives, the remaining assessment cate--
4

sented on the safety objective nees. An example gories (mechanisms), and potential and final -
sequence that begins with a 'iss of steam genera- strategies. Understanding these relationships,

j tor feedwater and progresses through a steam gen- should assist in identifying plant accident manage-l' erator tube rupture and eventual core relocation - ment capabilities and assessing potential accidenti
.
;

i
i
:
t

i
4

i

{
1

i-
i
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Process for Developing an Accident Management Plan

|-

Mitigate fission
SJ/e!V product release
object,ve from containment

F

|
|

Mainta:n control Maintain control
Safety of FPinventory of FP release from
lunct/Ons in conta:nment containment wa!er

atmospnere

F1 f2

Fission products FP release
Clwlespes n atmosphere frorn water

F1A1 F2A2

A4'050 pH too Excessive
Mechanisms ,tsperso'n Gaseous io, Radiolysis water

dispersion temperature

F1A1 F1A2 F2A1 F2A2 F2A3

- Spray - Chemical - Add base - Dilution - Cooling
addaves reaction system

Strategies
- Ddution - Md ,ccoler- Filter - Cryogenic g

system system

- Chemical
rea0 ton

Figure 6. Safety objective tree: mitigate fission product release from containment.
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Process for Developing an Accident Management Plan

; Step 3. Identify Accident Management Capabilities for Csegories
,

I

1 j integrate 3 D*'**i"* 5 setzt 7 vandate Iinformation capabihtics strategies
|

I N / \ / \ - l
. A / A / \ / \ '

s

Ident'fy P'' **"t2 categonze 4 6 '*hancement 8 'n"co'Por te
#

sequences SVaWges en i formation
.

!

; The objective of this step is to identify the teams. De sure to ciudder the EOPs for the
plant hardware and personnel capabilities that operations staff e.nd the documented guidance

'

! could supplement the response or replace the for the staff at the emergency response facili-
function of the current afety and support systems ties to assist plant operations in managing theq

j during severe accidents. A table format was pro- accident. Detennine whether there are proce-
; posed in the prototype process to organize the dures and guidance for the use of alternative

identification and assessment of capabilities. systems and equipment, long-tenn recovery
llowever, the phase 3 validation results showed actions, and assessment of multiple instru-,

; that the table format was not effective in provid- ment readings to support accident managu-
i ing information with sufficient detail to determine ment. Next. include questions to determine

what changes in capabilities would improve acci- whether extensions of existing proceMes and,

dent management. To supply the necessary detail, guidance could improve accident manage-
a more structured approach was developed using a ment. Also, include questions to determinej question-answer format for each of five areas

whether additional procedures would enhance
t known to be important for accident management.

accident management for the assessment cate-! The followmc substeps describe how to carry out
; this approachI E '

Delineation of decision making authority
-

+

P""SIbiU
3 8t*"*aa Substep 3,1. Develop "' 'i'fy the dec!Ies. De7elop quest |ons to4'

ident
.

canadicties Capability Questions _

ision makmg responsibilit,esi

and authority for the station and corporate
Deselop a set of questions that can be used to technical support activities and the procedures

'dentify the uccident management capabilities of and guidance that define them. Determine
plant hardware and personnel for each of the whether decision-making responsibility and
assessment categories described in Step 2. The authority is defined for situations where alter-

| questions should be stated in terms sufficiently native procedures, equipment, or instrun enta-

general to apply to all assessment categories yet tion could be used. Questions should be
I contain enou;;h specific infom1ation to stimulate included to determine what changes in

the proposal of alternate accident management _ responsibility and authority would enhance
i strategies during the next step. Both short-term accident management. For example, should

and long-term needs for accident management the control room personnel have the primary
'

should be considered. To ensure a broad exami- responsibility during severe accidents, and the
nation of the capabilities, questions should be emergency response center personnel act in a
included for the following major areas. supporting role, or should the emergency

response facility personnel have the prir. ry,

Procedures and Guidance. Initially, develop responsibility during a severe accident. Iden-
2 .

,
questions to identify the procedures and guid- tifying responsibility and authority in this area

j ance currently in place for use by the station could strongly influence other areas, such as
] operations staff and emergency response procedures and guidance.
1
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Process for Developing an Accident Management Plan

Equipment. Develop questions to identify men'ation that would enhance accident man-*

existing equipment that could be used to sup- agement capabilitiet
plement or replace the function of plant safety

Training. Develop questions to identify thesystems. The systems considered should not *

be limited to safety grade systems. The ques- training programs given to the station opera-
tions should also identify resouces, for exam- tions and technical support teams for under-
plc, borated water, unborated w ater, com- standing accident behavior and their roles and
pressed air, cooling water, etc., that are ncces- functions during an emergency and to identify
sary for accident management. They should the ype and purpose of the training. Ques-
also identify design or environmental limita- tions should also identify training using simu-
tions for the esisting equipment to aid in lators or drills and determine if thue are limi-
detennining potential restrictions in operation tations in their use, and whether the personnel

under severe accident conditions. Additional are aware of these limitations. Additional
questions should determine whether (a) repair questions should determine whether provi-
or replacement of failed equipment is possible sions have been made to ensure that the train-
in the available time, (b) alternate equipment ing is effectise for severe accident situations.
at the plant has the capabiiity to prevent or Questions should be included to identify what
mitigate ine severe accident conditions, (c) changes could be made to improve existing
mobile equipment with the necessary capabili- training and whether the addition of training
ties can be transported to the site and interface would enhance the effectiveness of severe
with the plant equipment within existing time accident management.
constraints, (d) conservation of resources,
such as battery power, could be beneficial, and All questions should be stated such that they
(e) altemate means of supplying resources, for can be applied to each of the assessment cate-
example boration of unborated water sources, gories. Structure the auestions so that the answers
are possible. Also, include <mestions to deter- cannot be given as a simole yes or no, but contain
mine whether the addition of equipment or specific, detailed infonnation on plant and perso: -
resources would enhance accident manage- nel capabilities. Table 5 presents a sample set of
ment for the sequence category. questions similar to those developed and used dur-

ing Phase 3. These questions are general and can
instrumentation. Develop questions to iden- be used as a basis for developing plant-specifica

tify the key instrumentation in the plant need- sets of questions for a wide range of reactor plant
ed to recognize the initiation of severe acci- types.
dent conditios and follow the progression of
events for each assessment category. Ques-
tions should also ider.tify either the range or

3 D*""* Substep 3.2 Identify Plant
the environmental limitations of the instru- eaoasties Capabilities
mentation and any means to integrate of -

extend the usefulness of instrumentation Assign individual team members to answer the
included in the existing instrument systems, questions developed m the previous substep for
for example, specially designed cabinets to each of the assessment categories identified in
protect from harsh environments, or analysis Step 2. Detailed answes shouhl be documented
aids. Additional questions should determine and reviewed by all team members in order to
whether means (hardware or software) are acquire additional infonnation in each area of the
available to qualify the data and identify unre- team's expertise. Compile the answers to the
liable information. Questions should be questions for each sequence c tegory so they can
included to identify alternate instrumentation be used as input to Steps 4 and 5 to aid in identify-
that cot.ld supply similar or identical ace; dent ing and evaluating strategies for preventing or mit-
management information or additional instru- igating the consequences of severe accidents.
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j Process for Developing an Accident Management Plan
j

,

i
Table 5. Questions for assessing general accident management capabilities.

1

j Procedures

: These questions should be applied to each assessment category. Precede each question by the phrase,
! "For this assessment catego y. . . "
;.
J

j 1. Which of the current procedures are applicable for preventing or mitigating the severe accident
{ conditions?
e

i
j 1 If alternate systems and equipment are important, what pixedures and guidance exist to facilitate

,

j their use?
i

j 3. What procedures censider long-temi recovery actions (actions that are necessary weeks or months
after the initiation of a severe accident)? How do the procedures address the following long-termi

j needs?
/
J

j - The need to manage the long-term effects of radiation on habitability, access to plant areas,
j persor.nel exposure, equipment degradation, and instrument degradation
<

j - The need to provide long-term cooling for the core material in the RCS and the containment
;

i -

The need to manage combustible gases that accumulate in the containment as a result of radi-
j olysis or chemical reaction
I

;
- The need to manage the chemistry of the water in the containment to minimize degradation of

| equipment
t

'
- The need to contro) the leakage of water and gases from the containment'

;
-

The need to manage the waste material generated during and following a severe accident
:

4.
What procedures and guidance provide mstructions on how t'. o evaluate information that is appar'
ently conflicting, either from instrumentation or from other sources?

s

j 5.
What changes could be made to the current procedures and guidance to enhance the capability to

; prevent or mitigate the severe accident conditions?
,

|

} 6. - What additional procedures could be added to enhance the capability to prevent or mitigate plant
; damage?

i - Decision Making.

] These questions should be applied to each assessment category. Precede each question by the phiase,
! "For this assessment category, . . "
'
,

[ 1. What are the current assignments of responsibility and authority for decision-making and ivhere
{. - are they documented?
i-

| -

|
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'

Table 5. (continued)
i

i 2. To what extent is long-term accident management considered in the decision-making process,

1 including the basis for detennining when the recovery phase is complete?
P
.

i- 3. What decision making is defired in the current procedures and guidance? Ilow should the author-

; ity and responsibility roles for severe accident management be allocated: the control room proce-
dures and personnel having the primary role or the emergency response facility guidance and per-"

i sonnel having the primary role.
!

|. 4. 110w were the currently used lines of communication between the control room and the technical
support center and other emergency response and planning facilities evaluated and validated?'

(
S. What decision points are identiGed for expediting administrative controls to facilitate the repair or

|
|

recovery of equipment?

6. What guidance is given to decision makers for p6oritizing attemate actions, identifying and

! avoiding potential negative effects, and evaluating long-temi plant recovery? ;

1

! 7. What changes in the assignments of responsibility and authority could be made to increase the

! capability to prevent or mitigate plant damage?
i

! 8. What additional assignments of responsibility and authority could be made to increase the capa-

!. bility to prevent or mitigant plant damage?

)

| Equipment
1

| These questions should be applied to each assessment category. Precede each question by the phrase,
"

j "For this assessment category, .

1. What existing plant equipment could be used to perform the function of failed safety systems, for
example, non-safety-grade equipment that could supply water, or jumpering to make available
altemate sources of power?

What are the maximum and minimum operating limits for the existing equipment that coulda.

be used as alternates to safety-grade equipment?

2. What pmvisions could be made to facilitate repair or replacement of failed equipment for this
t.ssessment category? Consider both the availability of parts and the capability to gain access to-
failed equipment exposed to seveie accident environments.

What onsite replacement equipment and spare parts have been identified, including their loca-a.
tion and means of transport and installation within the time availaole?

b. What advance preparation of hardware, for example, spool pieces, pre-positioning of equip .
ment, etc., would facilitate the use of existing altemate equipment to provide r. significant
increase in equipment capability?

__
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Table 5.- (continued) !

What offsite e'quipment is there that could be identified and adequatdy prepared for transportc.

to the site under accident conditions? Wtt amount of time would be required to assemble,
transport, and use this equipment? Is this time adequate?

3. What resources can be managed and conserved, such as battery power or borated vater, to prevent
or delay severe accident consequences, and what is the technical basis for dctermining the effect
of their management and conservation? How have long-term needs been considered?

a. Is equipment available that nas the capability to replenish exhausted resources within the time
frame available for recovery. Are suppliers of essential resources identified?

b. What offsite resources are there that could be identified and adequately prepared for transport
to the site under accident conditions? What amount of time would be required to assemble,-

transport, and use these resources? Is this time adequate?

4 What potential options for use of equipment from another unit have been considered and opti-
mized?

5. What additional equipment would enhance the capability to prevent or mitigate severe accidents.

Instrumentation

These questions should be applied to each assessment category. Precede each question by the
phrase, "For this assessment category. . . . "

1. What instruments are necessary to identify the symptoms and applicable strategies that will
enable accident management personnel to prevent or mitigate severe accident conditions?

2. What are the limitations or the instrumentation to provide needed in'ormation on plant severe
accident behavior and how are they communicated to accident management personnel? Consider
liniitations resulting from failures in 'Se long term (weeks or months after initiation of the severe
ac:ident).

3. What means (protection from harsh environments, operator aids, etc.) have been developed ta
ensure existing instruments can be used under the expected severe accident conditions?

4. What methodologies have been established to identify unreliable data from instruments under
severe accident conditions?

5. What changes could be made to the current instrument systems to enharce .the capability to pre- -
vent or mitigate severe accident conditions?

6. What additional instruments would enhance the capability to prevent or mitigate severe accident
conditior.s?

.

i
!
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.

Table 5. (continued)

Training

These questions should be applied to each assessment category. Precede each question by the phrase,
"

"For this assessment category, .

1. How does the training provide personnel involved in accident management with an understanding
of the possible sesere accident plant behavior, and how is it detennined that this training is being
given at the proper levels and in the detail required for all personnel involved in accident manage-
ment?

2. How are all personnel involved with the training simulator made aware of its limitations in repre-
senting severe accident conditions, and how it made clear when the simulation is no longer
valid?

3. How does the training for all personnel involved in accident management ensure that all impor-
tant actions or decisions for severe accident management are included? 4

4. What training is provided for all accident management personnel on the possible limitations of
equipment, instrumentation, and plant infonnation? How are limitations that may occur in the
long term (weeks or months after a severe acident) considered?

5. How are personnel trained to proceed if instruments give what appears to be conflicting readings?

6. What additional training is provided to implement the use of ah. ative systems and equipment?

7. How do drills and simulator exercises consider the following - |al restrictions: instrument
error and failure, inh;bited access to equipment as a result of high i 54:rature or mdiation levels. -

limited lighting or loss of resources such as electricity, and centraints on the availability of per- ',

sonnel with the proper skills?

8. What changes could be made to the current training program to enhance the capability to prevent
or mitigate plant damage?

9. What additional training could be provided to enhance the capability to prevent or mitigate plant
damage?

25 NUREG/CR-6009
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Step 4. . Identify Potential Strategies
i

_a-
! j Integrate 3 *p'*.ibilities 5 seect 7 va aate**"*
j information ca strategies

! \ ~/ \ / \ / \
f- 2 categorize 4 ' 'd'at''Y ~ 6 l*P'***"'

B 'n"C 'P
'"t*

sequences Strategle3 enhancement i formaton
!
!
a

{ The objective of Step 4 is to identify accident ures or human errors. As a severe accident pro- *

: management strategies having the potential to pre- gresses, there will be opponunities to intervene in
! vent or mitigate conditions that affect the events or the requence of events and prevent or mitigate fur-
| mechanisms that compose the assessment cate- ther negative consequerces.' The plant hardware-

gories from Step 2. This is a key step in the pro- and personnel capabilities described in the answers.

4 cess because the identified potential strategies to the questions in Step 3 are used as a resource to

{ form the base frorn which final strategies are identify potential means of intervention. *

j selected for impbmentation (Step 5). The product
1 of this step is a description of each potential strate- Two areas where potential severe accident t.an-
i gy with sufficient information that one can per- agement strategies could be developed are (a)
I form a detailed evaluation of its effectiveness, improving existing strategies to enhance their etTec-
!

_

tiveness or extend their range of application for
i We have developed a process with three sub- severe accident conditions and (b) adding capabili-
; steps to identify potential strategies. We base the ties in the fomt of additional procedures, equipment,
; process on a functional approach to ensure that- instmmentation, or training for each of the assess-
! protection is provided over a wide raage of poten- ment categories, The team should meet together and
| tial severe accident conditions and to enhance jour review the answers to all questions for each of the

ability to integrate the severe accident strategies assessment categories, Answers for each assessment,

; and actions with current emergency operating pro- category should be reviewed individually and as a .
! cedures (EOPs). You identify potential strategies - whole to gain insights on where changes or additions -
) in two ways. First, evaluate the capabilities of the could_ improve accident kanagement. Be sure to-

plant hardware and personnel developed in Step 3 consider the need for both defense in depth andi-

: to identify potential preventa:ive or mitigative diversity when identifying potential strategies. Do
: actions for each assessment category. Second, not unduly limit the discussions among t;am mem-
; review results from sources outside the plant (for bers or constrain or criticize ideas. An evalua* ion of
2

example, potential strategies identified by the the feasibility and effectiveness of proposed stra:e-
NRC, PRA studies, or experience at similar plants) - gies is perfomied later in the process. Following are
to detennine their applicabili!). Potential strate- examples of changes or additions that could be help-
gies can then be integrated and documented in suf- ful in stimulating ideac for potential sintegies. They,

|- ficient detail that detailed evaluations can be per- may or may not apply to a particular plant, depend-
'

i formed. Following is a brief description of each ing on the condi ions at the plant, which are reflected -t
!- process substep. in the answers to the questions given in th: previous -
'

- step. These examples are not 2 tended to cover all -
| possible potential strategies but are olTered to assist

| Substep 4.1. Devalop in the identification process.; idenur

| g8"8t*9**j Proposed Strategies From
!

- Plant Capabilities Procedure Changes or Additions,
i
.

A severe accident r.t a nucicar power plant can a. Modify or add procedures to incorlwate cau-|

occur only as a reauh of multiple equipment fail- tions for ec,nditions that may have a large:
:

f
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impact on the plant or pe:sonnel. An example (necessary actions that occur weeks or months
strategy is to add cautions at appropriate k>ca- after accident initiationk
tions to indicate the symptoms leading up a *

Direct Containment Heating and the potential Decision Making Changes or Additions,
consequences.

a. Modify the plant documentatior (for example,
b. Modify or add procedures to improve diagno- the administrative procedures, the emergency

sis of accident conditions. An example strate- plan implementation procedures, etc.) to
gy is to add procedure steps to identify the improve the definition of who has the authori-
symptoms of an ISLOCA and describe what ty and responsib;lity for decisions and actions
plant instrume.:tation woulo aid in under- during a severe accident. An example strategy
standing these symptoms. is to improve the definition of the responsibili-

ties and authority of persorinel that would
c. hh>dify or add procedures to use existing sys- increase the effectiveness of exist;ng or trw

tems in different ways. An example strategy strategy by reducing the time necessary for a
is to add steps to a procedure that would use decision to be made.
< xisting piping and equipment to cross con-
nect the safety injection system of one unit b. Modify the organizational structure for the
with a similar system from another unit at the management of the plant during a severe acci-
same site, dent.

d. Modify or add procedures to use existing Equipment Changes or. Additions.
resources in different ways. An example strat-
egy is to add steps to a procedure to use exist- Implement critical repairs that could bea.

ing piping and equipment to route water from accomplished in a reasonable time period.
a storage tank, not normally used for safety Consider the availability of parts at the loca-
purposes, to a safety inject on or auxiliary tion of the repairs, time needed to completei

feedwater system. the repairs in comparison to the expected time
available, personnel required, types and durv

Modify or add procedures to improve the tim- tion of adverse conditions, etc. An examplee.

ing of intervention during an accident. An strategy is to identify repairs that could be
example stratsgy is to add steps to change the accomphshed foi a safety injection pump and
initiation criteria for strategies to improve determine e.ny limiting factors that could hin-
st- agy perfonnance by providing additional der completing these repairs, such as the long-
time for complex tasks to be performed or term effects of radiation on plant access, per-
additional time for the strategy to be effective. sonnel exposure, and equipment degradation.

f. Modify or add procedures and guidance in the b. Replace failed equipment, citi;er physically or
emergency response facilities, for example the in function, with equipment that resides at the '

:echnical support center, to better define their plant hication. Develop the plans necessary to
activities and interfaces during sesere acci- replace this equipment. An example strategy
dents. An example strategy is to add guidance is to replace a valve that is feiled in a critical
in the technical support center that describes location with an equivalent valve from an
what instrumentation to evalu e to estimate onsite stock. A second example would be the
the time of reactor vessel km - head failure are n a portable battery charger to extend the
and how to best determine whether the lower life of plam batteries during a station blackout.
head has failed.

Replace failed equipment. either physically orc.
g. Moaify or add pmcedures and guid mcc that in function, with equipment that could be

consider long-term accident management transported to the site within a reasonable
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i-
j period of time and under possible adverse Instrumentation.

conditions. Develop the plans necessary to {'
replace this equipment. An exampie strategy a. Modify existing instrument systems to protect |i is to transport a portable diesel generator to the instruments and cabling from harsh envi-

! the site to supply emergency power. ronments that exist during severe accidents.
An example strategy is the addition of a cabi-4 i

: d. Use existing equipment in new or different net or shield to protect a transdacer from high
j ways. An example struiegy is to use the fire- temperatures that could occur during hydro-
"

water system to reduce the release of fission gen bums.
products from the plant site by spraying water

} on release locations, like the steam generator t). Replace instrument system components with-
; relief valves, from prearranged positions- components that ex :nd the range and are
; qualisied to more stringent conditions. An'

e, Add modest amounts af equipment to enhance example strategy is to replace the hot leg tem-
| the capability to manage severe accidents. An perature detectors with a model that will mes-
j example strategy is the addition of a spool sure higher temperatures and be environmen-
| piece that would allow the connection of a tally qualified to higher temperatures and
j non-safety grade pump te a safety injection pressures.

] system.

c. Use analysis aids to supplement or replace
i f. Conserve resources that are in short supply information from the inctrumentation. Con-
: (for example, electrical power, borated water, sider using analysis aids tu validate and inte.
] diesel fuel, etc.) to prevent challenges to 3afe- grate information from instrements, interpret
; ty functions. An example strategy is the con- instrument outpet to obtain additional infor-
i servation of borated water during an ISLO- matica, and estimate plant parame'ers that are
; CA, by reducing the injection rate to the reac- not measured. An example strategy is the
; tor coolant system, so that the period of core development of a simple ana'ysis tid to use

cooling can be extended to provide time information from the pre,surizer pressure,,

! needed to accomplish system isolation. cote exit thermocouples, reactor vessel level
j monitoring system, and source ranFe nuclear
4 g Replenish resources that are ir short supply. instrumentation to estimate the water level in
. An example strate;;y la to provide the equip- the reactor vessel and core du:mg a severe
i mer.t and the supplies of chemicals needed to accident.
j make borated water with the proper concentra-

_ --

'

- tions from unborated _ water sources and to Training.
3 direct :his supply to the borated water storage

tank, Modify the existing training to aid personnel in -a.

! understanding their role in the management of
; h. Replace re:ources using either onsite or off- severe accidents. An example is the modifica.
] site sources. Example strategies are the con- tion of training matesials to include detailed i

nection of the condensate storage tank to the training for the technical support personnel to
j borated water storage tank to provide addi- aid them in interfacing with personnel in the

tional coolant inver. tory, and bringing in fire control room during a severe accident.
,! trucks to supply needed inventory. -(Note that

for either strategy it will be necessary to b. Modify existing training to eliminate identified
determine whether the water needs to be shortcomings in the capability of personnel to

7 borated.) manage severe accidents. An example strategy

L
1

.

!
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is the modification of training materials to gories iuentified in Step 2 have been reviewed and

include estimating the time of failure of the that a minimum of one potential strategy has been

reactor vessel lower head and its consequences. identified for each sequence category,

c. Provide additional training to enhance the capa. Orce potential strategies are identified,
bilities of personnel to manage severe acci- dmibe och with sufficient infonnation to per-
dents. An example strategy is to add a training f nn deta&d aement. Document the foHow-
module to help personnel undcrstand the nature

ir.g infonnation for each potential strategy:
and consequences for a broad range of severe
accidents identified in the IPE or PR A.

Assessment categories (from Step 2) for.

which the proposed strategy is expected to be

Idente Substep 4.2. Consider used,
4 strateges Strategies From Outside

Sources Cl.anges or additions in the use of plant hard-.

Potential strategies can also be identified by ware or operations that would be needed to

reviewing infonnation on strategies that have been accomplish the strate - For example, identi-

proposed for general severe accident applications fy and document special equipment needs
or specifically considered for other plants with such as the use of mobile battery charger- to
similar designs. Consider strategies developed by provide long-term battery power in the event
sources outside of your specific plant and judy oh on blackout.
their applicability based on your answers to the
questions developed in Step 3. Examples of infor-

Information needed and instrumentation avail-.

raation sources on potential strategies that shoulo
be considered include the following: able to supply it in order to determine whether

the challenged safety functions are being
Both the A and the B strategies that have beer maintained within safe bounds.-

identified and evaluated by the NRC (Lucan,
Vandenkieboom, and Lehner 1990) .The resources needed in terms of the person-,

nel and equipment having the capability to
Strategies that are contained in emergencya

procedure guidelines but may not be imple. restore the safety function and the water,
|

mented in the phnt specific EOPs power, air, and o'her resources necessary

| based on the severe accident conditions.

|
Strategies identified for similar plants either Examples inchide details on ~rsonnel needed.

|
from actual operating experience or from the in terms of both the personnel involved and

| IPE/PRA process opecations staff, the techm. cal support center
|

personnel, etc., and as much infom1ation as h
Strategies developed as a result of rmearch on.

severe accidents (Dukelow et al.1992, Kelley available at this point on the levels of effort

et al.1990. Neogy and Lehner 1991, Williams required.

| and Gregory 1990; Lin and Lehner 1991, Lin
et al.1992* The expected timing of th? key phenomena.

ar.d the influence of this i ig on the capabil-
id,g _ g Substep 4.3. identify Proposed'.

ny t tise the accident management resources
4 atiategies | Strategy Characteristics|

of the plant. This information could be in the

The final task should be to review the pro- form of plots or tables of the key phenomena

posed strategies to ensure that all sequence cate- developed from calculations.
|
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:

Step 5. Evaluate and Select Strategies and Identify Enhancements
, -

j jintegrate 3 D*'**"*
5 seiect 7 vanoate!- infortnation capabihties strategies* ,

N / \ / \l \ /_ d <_ s\ / \
2 categonze 4 s$denW s imp'ement 8 incorporatej geq w ,ces trategies nhancement information

!
1

-

,!

{ The objective of this step is to evaluate the implement the strategy. Examples of these final
i potential stre:egies for each assessment category, procedures may include the following:

to select those that should be implemen:ed, and a
! identify the accident management enhancen r An additional EOP that implements a particu.as -

I that must be implemented at the plant fo; le lar strategy'

selected strategies. Figure 2 presents the process
i with seven substeps to accomplish the objective. Modifications to existing EOl's to pennit use -*

Recognize that the results from one substep may ,f a particular strategy, coordinate TSC sup-
;

) infl:ence substeps both below and above it. Port of the control room operators, clarify the
t llence, iterations may be necessan between sub- decision making for certain actions, etc.
; steps to accomplish strategy selection. The prod -
j uct of Step 5 is a description of the enhancements Procedures and guidance for activities by per--

] that should be implemented at the plant. sonnel outside the control room to implement
,

!
$

a 1.trategy, For example, to establish temporary
configurations ol'eqnipment alignments

:
5 sect 8'Mep 5.1. Develop Pre- ' '

, strate,es lim! nary Procedures and Guidance that a@ aie huplementation of a-

i Guidance strategy through . voics of the TSC staff

Develop preliminary procedures and guidance Procedures and guidance that provide for dis--

to form a basis for assessmg the viability and ciplined, preplanned activiiles by the accident
,

effectiveness of each strategy. These preliminary management organizational units during the
} procedures and guidance will define the tasks course of an accident (these units include the

needed to implement the strategy and will ider.tify TSC, the EOF. operations support, engineer-
the organizational units within the accident man- ing, maimer.ance, and document control)

i agement staff to which the tasks are assigned.
| This information will permit assessing the tasks to Guidance for the on-going tasks of situ'ational.-

; determine the demands on personnel and equip- assessm"nt, response planning, and decision
i ment, the estimated likelihood of success of the making.
#

strategy, and the relative value or impact and pri-
_

,

j ority of the strategy, Preliminary procedures need For each preliminary procedure, develop a
i to be developed only m the detail sufficient to timeline and task analysis in the level of detail
i make them useful for the above purposes. We dis- needed to assess the strategy. The timeline and
! tinguish in this document between procedures and = task analysis lists the key phenomenological

guidance. Procedures are cha acterized by - events and operator tasks in a time sequence with
j _ detailed, specific steps; guidance by more general- estimated time intervals. A ranFe of possible time'

ized instructions. The difference is not absolute. intervals may be needed for strategies that can be
applied over a_ wide range of possible plant condi-

-The preliminary procedures permit selecting tions -(A simple format for the timeline and task
i - the types of final procedures that would be nsed to analysis at this stage of definition of the proce-
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dures is a trbular, sequemial listing of key events cess and failme. Since instrument, operator, and
'md actions wi;h estimated time intervah There equipment / system behavior is alvo important to
may be strategies where time is not a restriction assessing strategy effectiveness, existing best-esti-

and a simple ordering of key events will suffice.) mate analyses may be inadequate in some cases to

Also, identify on the timeline the information provide a comprehensive kn'wledge of all the
interface betmen the operators and the plant hard- needed phenomenological behaviors. Therefore,
ware, that is, the information available to signal you might need to supplement the existing analy-
the need fcr initiation of an action and to signal sis base with additional computations or an$dyses

the effect of the action. to cover all needed information. Since the varia-
don in instrument, equipment, and system physi-

Continue thir timeline and task analysis in cal and chemical behaviors can be extensive, you

order to develop and tabulate the information nec- should also identify the range in variation or
essary to pennit assessing the strategy as to uncertainty in the phenomenologica' behaviors.

Expected plant response The process of evaluating the effectiveness of.

the proposed strategy as ;t relates to the sequence

Needed perfomiance of personnel, including in question is as follows:i .

the available time
4

List the key events / phenomena that character-.

Estimated performance of the equipment used ire the accident sequence for which the strate--

in the strategies gy is to be applied. Examples of the key
events include core melt and relocation into

Availability of instruments and infomiation. the lowei plenum, lower head failure, comiw< .

ment pressurization and heatup cau. o ty
The product of this substep of the process will accumulation of hydrogen or high-energy meh

be a tabular sequence of the key events, operator ejection, and containment failure.
actions, major assignments of responsibilities,'

For these key events, identify existing analy-equipment used, expected response of the plant. .

and needed instruments and infom1ation. ses that could be used to evaluate effective-i

ness of the stategy. These analyses should be
directly applicable to the strategy and phe-

_

g S e ct Substep 5.2. Assess Phe- nomena in question or bound the expected

.

nomenological Behavior behavior.strateces

4

When existing analyses are unavailable or areThe objective of this effort is to judge the .

effectiveness of the proposed strategies by evalu- limited in application, best estimate analyses
ating the thermal, hydraulic, radiological, and may be used to perform sensitivity studies to
chemical pher'omenological behaviors. To accom- assess both the positive and negative aspects
plish this objective, you must understand the phe- of the strategy. Multiple analyses may be'

nomenological behavior for the identified plant required to determine the most beneficial
sequences. Obtaining this understanding requires sequence of actions, use of equipment, and
the use of either applicable existing severe acci. human performance.
dent plant analyses or use of a severe accident

These analyses should provide the parameters toanalysis code package. While there may be a .

number of best-estimate analyses that exist to envelope the plant instrument responses for the
address the use of some strategies, there may le a accideat sequence in addition to giving the tim-
need to perform additional studies for some strate- ing of phenomenological events, trendiag and
gies, because existing analyses may be unaMe to magnitude of the evert consequeuces, and radi-
identify both the conditions and actions for suc- ological release consequences. The operator
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|

actions and equipment perfonnance could then . Methods to assess development of new or pro-.

be evaluated so that their associated impact on po: sed changes to a given strategy / procedure to
4

the accident consequences could then be determine effectiveness and feasibility
obtained. In order to perform these evaluations,

j the existing analyses or analytical methods to be Methods tc, assess equipment behavior given.

j used in generating new analyses should have the the severe accident environment.These meth-
capability to predict the following: ods should include the ability to project time

i to core uncovery, time to vessel lower head
Thermal / hydraulic behavior during blow- failure, and time to containment failure.

. -

'

down Where the uncertainty is high or the phe-
nomenological behaviors have wide variation

t Severe core damage and core melt pro- in response, alternate strategies could be
-

j gression devised as backup to better deal with the
!

unknown. Where specific strategies are not
- RCS pressure boundary failure appropriate, guidelines could be provided that

use computational aids in the decision mak-
- Severe accident containment behavior ing.

:
- Cor.tainment failure and radiological Methods to assess the impact of a strategy or.

release and dispersion, procedure on plant risk.
4

4

The above capabilities are consistent with he These methods could also be nomographs or -,
! five phases of Table 5. The codes and models graphics covering the full range of expected con-

with these capabilities should contain the physical, ditions for a given phenomena. The form and
i chemical, and fission product / radiological behav- extent of the methods will be dictated by the
j iors necessary to predict or bound the conse- informational needs required to ensure the pro-
i quences of a severe accident sequence for both the posed strategy and resultant procedure are effec-'

in-vessel and ex-vessel phenomena. The methods tively and timely implemented. The results of
and results of the IPE should provide 6e majority this task are therefore a list of needed computa-:

| of the needed information and capabilities to eval- tional aids or methods needed to ensure success-
i uate the phenomenological behaviors pertinent to ful implementation of the proposed strategy / pro-
3 the strategies. Also, assessments of many of the cedure. We discuss in detail the process for
i strategies such as those for prevention may not developing the computational aids identified in

require analyses of all of the above phenomena. this step in Step 6.4, Implement Computational
!

. Methods and Aids.
[ In the process of assessing the effectiveness of

the proposed strategy, you may need to develop The products of this step include the follow-
computational aids, which can be an integral part ing:,

; of many of the proposed strategies. These compu-
tational aids would be used by the technical sup- Justification for the proposed strategy where.

port teams during the accident and would be effectiveness of the strategy is based on the
developed as needed to ensure timely initiation results of previous analyses, or the perfor-
and effective implementation of the proposed mance of additional analyses

/ strategy. The computational aids needed to ensure
i effectiveness of the strategies might include the A list of computational aids required to deter-.

following: mine strategy effectiveness during an acci-
i dent These aids would be use/ by the techni-

Methods to detennine that a strategy is perform- cd "'pport teams, for exampe, during an
.

;

i ing properly, or that the strategy is effective actual event.

1

!
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5 seieci
E Substep 5.3. Evaluate ability of succest This analysis will be con-

stratwes | Human Performance ducted such that the success rate will be
reported as high, medium, or low.

The objective of this step is to determine (a)
whether it is possible for the personnel to perfonn Examine the strategy to determine how changes-

their tasks, (b) w hat can be done to increm,e the like- in (a) equipment, (b) modifying the procedure

lihood of success in tenns of plant equipment, pioce. or trainir.g, (c) automating a task, or (d) design-

dures, engineered methods and computational aids, ing engineered aids to assist the human might

and (c) the type and extent of training necessary, be made to improve the overall success proba-
bility. Give special attention to identifying

Each proposed strategy should be evaluated. guidelines for members of the accident man-
The activities that are used to deal with accident agement team outside the control room.

conditions for which there are no predetermined
If changes are identified, the sequence mightstrategies should also be evaluated. These evalua- *

tions should be carried out by a multidisciplinary then be reanalyzed to obtain new timings,
team of professionals, including operations, sys- environments, etc., and might b requantined
tems engmeering, human factors engineering, TSC to obtain the new probability of success.

staff memben, and maintenance engineers. The
process includes the following tasks, which may The products of this substep will be as fol-
need to be iterated based on the availability of lows:
information from other tasks.

Verified procedural guidelines-

Based oa the analyses of the prior tasks,+

A list of necessary equipmentreview the timing (Substep 5.2), the procedu- -

ral guide ines (Substep 5.1) for the strategies,l

Estimated likelihood of successful completionas well as the thermal-hydraulic analyses *

(Substep 5.2) to determiae if situations exist of strategy by plant personnel
where insufficient time, insuf ficient informa-

Preliminary training requirementstion, or hostile environments adversely impact *

successful completion of the required task.
Engineered methods necessary for accom-*

Model the strategi:s using state-of-the-art plishing procedures-

human reliability anitysis techniques to facili-
Computational aids to increase the likelihoodtate the estimation of the overall success prob- *

ability that the human will accomplish the task of successful human perfomiance.
at hand. This quantitative approach should
result in the capability to assess the likelihood
of successful implementation as being high. g select . 3 Substep 5.4. Evaluate
medium, or low. Modeling vill include entr, strategies | Equipment Performance
into the procedure, as well as exit fro.a the
procedure, and will include all procedures to The objective of this task is to determine
ensure that no conRicts exist among procedu- whether the equipment involved in the potential
ral packages. strategies will perform the actions necessary for

the strategies to be successful. The equipment
Identify the criteria that will enable the operat- evaluated is restricted to that needed to successful-+

ing crew to recognize success or failure, ly carry out the strategies.

Determine the relative workload that the The analyses associated with evaluating the-

operator has and how it effects overall prob- equ;pment performance will highly depend on the
<
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|
type of equipment and the severe accident condi- The pnxluct of this substep would include l
tions it is exposed to. All types of equipment
might need to be evaluated, including communica- A list of equipment required to successfully.

tion equipment. Evaluating equipment perfor- accomplish each proposed strategy.
mance will include the following tasks:

Documentation of any limitations or restric-.

Use the results of Substep 53 to develop a list tions that must be placed on the equipment.

of equipment involved in the potential strate- based on its inability to perfonn its required
gies and to detennine what access persormel function or its inability to operate under exist-
would have to this equipment under specific ing environmental conditions.
severe accident conditions.

Compare the design conditions of the equip-.

ment identified with those detennined for the This information will be t. sed to assess the
sequences for which the plant vulnerabilities likelihood of success for the strategies.
were defineo. in order to identify equipment
that would be operating outside of its design
range. Substep 5.5. Evalur.te

5 sect
. st<ategies Instrument Performance

Perform evaluations of equipment identified.

as operating outside its range to detennine
Instrumentation currently installed in nuclear

power plants for use in accident management situ-
- 'Ibe likelihood that the equipment will

pt form its required functions with the ations was primarily des.igned to measure parome-

expected accident conditions imposed tus that wouW k ud to pn vent or mWgate
des.ign-basis accidents. Since severe accidentupon it. For example, can valves be

operad or reclosed based on the pressure m is mmp x wmpared to the design-ba.is
'

conditions; wid equipment survive the accident, and since the plant parameters of interest

loads imposed by pressure or Hows, etc. c n my om wida ranges, the objective of this
substep is to

- Whether the equipment will operate if
exposed to the harsh enviromnent associ- De! nnine the infonnation needed by person-*

ated with the severe accklent. For exam- nel involved in severe accident management

plc, will cables that bring electrical power to (a) identify the need to take action during
or control signals to ihe equipment sur. severe accidents. (b) provide sufficient infor-

vive the severe accident environment. mation to select appropriate strategies to pre-
Vent or mitigate the consequences of these

Evaluate potential failure modes of the equip. severe accidents, and (c) monitor the effec-.

ment to ensure the equipment will operate tiveness of the strategies

over the required period of operation. Consid-
er the effect of supporting quipment whose Identify the existing plant measurements capa-*

failure couhl result in the failure of the needed ble of supplying these infonnation needs
equipment. For example, overheating a
power-operated relief valve could cause the Identify known limitations on the capability of.

solenoid to fail on the air operator, which these measurements to function properly under
would shut off the air supply and allow the the conditions that will be present during a
vahe to close from its desired open position. wide range of postulated severe accidents
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Detennine wh:ther there is need for impmve- For those measmements having potential to.

| ment in existing measurements, and, if need- supply the infonnation, the third task in to identify
i ed, changes or minor additions to instrument possible limitations on their performance during

and display systems. severe accidents:'

Examine the measuremeu u.pabilities based
i..

To acenmplish these objectives, we have .

developed a process with four tasks, where the on the status of support, auxiliary, and plan'.

| tasks correspond to each of the objectives. safety systems (for example, off site power,
i emergency power, service ivater, etc.) dming

_

j The first task in the process is designed to the identified plant-specific severe accidents to
; identify the infonnation needed to ensure that per- determine which measurements would be
i sonnel can successfully manage the important operaticnal. This examination could be

plant sequences as identified by the sequence cate- accomplished using the classifications of
gories. An exampls ' roc for identifying the instruments from Regulatory Guide 1,97 or,

i needed information wouid use the safety objective _ dependencies developed during the IPE or
trees discussed in Step 2 (Figures 4 through 6). PRA. If Regulatory Guide 1.97 classifications

| These trees would form the foundation for this are used, they could be compared to the infor-

| process since they show how the proposed strate- mation based on the analysis performed during
j pies and the plant safety functions are riated. For the IPE and other relevant analysis that would
i each sequence category affected by a proposed indicate when equipment failed.
4 strategy, the branch points of the safety objective-
I tri es should be examined to detemiine Examine measurement capabilities based on.

the possible measurement ranges associated
What infonnation is necessary to identify the with the identified plant-specific severe-

status of the safety functions being chal- accidents to determine what measttrements
lenged, that is, what information is needed to would provide accurate information. This
detennine whether the challenged safety fune- examination could be accomplished by com-
tions are being adequately mamtained paring the actual measurement ranges with the

infennation gathered from the IPE and other
What information is necessary to identify the sources, such as Regulatory Guide 1.97..

plant behavior (mechanisms), or precursors to
this behavior, that are causing, or have the Identify the capability 'of measurements to.

potential to cause, the challenges to plant safety operate under the expected plant environmen-
tal conditions associated with the identified |

. - What infonnation is necessary to select strate- plant-specific severe accidents, An approach
gies that will prevent or mitigate this plant to assessing the environmental conditions
behavior and monitor the implementation and coeld be to develop a severe accident enve--
ef fectiveness of these strategies. lope for each important measurement type and

location based on the severe accident informa-
Once;you have identified the information tion available for the plant. An example -

needs for the proposed strategies and affected would be an envelope for temperatures or
sequence categories, determine what measure- radiation levels at the location'of important'
ments have the potential to supply the identified instruments in the containment. The. qualific
information and compare these potential measure- cation conditions- for the existing measure---
ments with the existing plant measurements. At ments could then be compared wit _h the
this stage, concentrate on whether the types of - ~ cnvelopes to identify whien measuremerits
measurements installed can supply the informa- would not be operational and which informa-
tien, not on the specific details of transducer. tion needs could not be met. This approach
cabling, etc. would offer the advantage of looking at a
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broader spectrum of the severe accidents that strategy evaluation (Substeps 5.1 through 5.5)
would effect the plant and would provide will have identified the likelihood (high,i

added assurance that low-probability events medium, or low) that the personnel involved
wouM have been considered when a determi- in accident mt,nagement could successfully
nation of the adequacy of the instrumentation imp;ement the potential strategy for each
is made. applicable sequence category. Those potential

stratgies having a low likelihood of success
For the fourth task, ensure that all infonnation should not be considered further.

needs for the sequence categories and for the
|potential strategies can be met. If infonnation Effectiveness against severe accident '.

needs cammt be supplied, identify alternate means sequences identified for the plant. The effec-
of providing the infonnation. Examples of alter- tiveness of the potential strategies in prevent-
nate means are modifying the existing equipment ing or mitigating the identified severe acci-
to expand the range or to harden it against harsh dents should be ranked. Examples of criteria

j environmental conditions, deseloping computa- that could be used for ranking effectiveness
tional aids that derive the needed infonnation from are as follows:
measurements that will be operational, and

: installing new hardware. - Potential strategies that reduce fission
pnxtuct release and exposure of the public
are ranked high

5 seect | Substep 5.6, Select
stratogies 3 Strategies - Potential strategies that reduce the proba.

bility of core damage are ranked high
The objective of this substep is to rank the

potential strategies and select those that should be - Potential strategic s that prevent severe
implemented. To rank the strategies, use criteria accidents are ranked higher than potential
based on the desired outcome of the strategies, for strategies that mitigate only
example the effectiseness of the strategy and the
likelihood that it can be successfully employed - Potential strategies that return the plant to
during a severt accident. The results from the a long-term stable state are ranked higher
assessments per ormed during previous steps pro- than potential strategies that only delay,

side the input accessary to accomplish the rank- additional severe accident behavior
ing. You st Ould then select the strategies to be
implementec bau.d on the rankings and on crite- - Potential strategies that are effect ve
ria that reDect established principles of nuclear against a larger number of severe accident
power plant safety, such as defense in depth and sequence categories are ranked high
diversity.

- Potential strategies that are effective for
Rank each potential strategy for each severe accident sequence categories for

sequence category for which it has been identified which few other strategies have been
as being beneficial in addition, evaluate the pos- identified are ranked high
sibility that a potential strategy could have a nega-
tive effect on safety for the remainder of the - Potential strategies that have small uncer-
sequence categories. The criteria with which to tainties are ranked higher than potential
rank the potential strategies should include the fol- strategies with large uncertainties.
lowing:

The potential for negative effects. Certain strate-.

Likelihood of successful implementation. The gies may have the potential for causing adverse-

results of the previously conducted steps for effects on phtnt or public safety, even though the,
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strategy may be effective for a specific severe The product of this step is the strategies that
accident condition. An example is the potential should be implememed at the plant, together with

for an unnecessary release of radiation to the the rational that justifies the selection of strategies.
environment or the release of increased quanti-
ties of radiation. Some strategies may also

Substep 5,7. Select Acci-increase the potential for additional equipment 3 ele tS

failures, operator errors, or personnel exposure, strategies dent Management Esihance-
Potential strategies that would resuit in negative ments for Implementation
elfects either for the sequence categories for
which they an' developed or for other sequence The objective of this substep is to select the
categories are ranked lower. enhancements for accident management that will

provide the mechanism for successful implemen-
The as ailability of supporting information. tation of the selected strategies, These enhance-.

Potential strategies that use readily available ments may be for procedures and guidance, deci-
information from the existing measurement sion making equipment and engineered methods,

systems, from existing displays, or from other computational aids, information needs, and train-
existing sources are ranked higher than strate- ing. We expect some strategies will be effective
gies that require development of additional against several sequence categories. Therefore,
instrumentation, displays, or other equipment. the number of enhancements are expected to be a

smaller number than the number of selected strate-

Impact on existing procedures or plant equip- gies. However, care must be taken to ensure that.

rnent. Potential strategies that do not require modifications affecting common systems or com-
extensive changes in the existing plant proce- mon administrative controls are consistent, and

dures or hardware are ranked higher. that they function as an integrated whole in the
accident management plan.

! Your final ranking of the potential strategies
should be based on a weighting of the rankings of The process to accomplish this substep
the individual critetia. The weighting factors includes three tasks. The first task is to identify
could vary, depending on plant needs, but the first, the enhancements and subsequently categorize
second, and third criteria should be assigned the them. Each content area of procedures and guide-

highest weighting factors. lines, decision making, equipment and engineered
methods, computational aids, information needs,

Once you have ranked the strategies, deter- and training will have to be evaluated to identify
mine which ones sb< uld be implemented at the enhancements. The information needed for this
plant. The process for making this detennination evaluation wili rely on the analysis results
should be based on the following criteria: obtained from Substeps 3,1 and 3.2 and Substeps

5.1 through 5.6. For each of the above listed
If there are sequence categories for which areas, compare what is currently available at the.

there are no currently identified strategies, the phmt with what the evaluations indicate is needed
top-ranked potential strategy for that category to implement the selected strategies. In order to
should be selected for implementation accomplish this comparison, you must examine

the prior analyses from the perspective of the
Those potential strategies that provide desired requirements placed on plant personnel by each.

additional defense in depth for sequence cate- strategy and waat needs these personnel have to
gories should be implemented successfully respond to the accident. Document

this analysis such that the following is known:
Those strategies that provide additional diver- the skills, knowledge, and abilities required of-

sity for sequence categories should be imple- plant personnel; the requirements beyond their
mented. current capability; whether or not the necessary
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i
| instrumentation is available; wh_ a structure is not needed for previously analyzed conditions,
; in place to permit the required decisions to be are needed.

[ made and subsequent actions to be taken; and
! whether appropriate procedures and guidelines The identification of enhancements for training.

. exist for the plant personnel to carry out the strate- (Substep 6.6) will come from the analysis of -
| gy. This information will be directly available the skills, knowledge and abilities (SKAs) nec-
j from the prior analyses and will only need to be . essary for the operators to carry out the strate-
| put in a common form and format for selection of gy These SKAs can then be compared to
L enhancements, This documentation of the prior those already present in the utility training pro-
{ analyses will then form the basis for identifying the - gram, and where deficiencies occur training
{- necessary enhancements, as presented below. - developed.

I

j The procedural step Watified for each strate- Once the enhancements have been identified,.

; gy (Substep 5.1) will form the basis for the the next task in the process is integration.. hiteFra-
j_ enhancements for procedures. Special consid- tion of the enhancements will group like enhance-
| eration should be given to form and format of ments,~ which will in tum help prevent duplication
i the procedures and_to where they will best fit of effort and will allow for effective structuring of -
; within the util%'s existing procedural struc- the enhancements; The mtegration will also make - .

j ture. - evident any inconsistencies across the strategies for '
all the identified enhancements. - Accomplish this-s

! The decision making required by the strategy integration with a multi-discip15ary team to ensure.

g (Substep 6.2) must be compared to the existing ; consistency of the integration and treatment _ of the
j decision making structure to ensure that appro- enhancements. The integration will also identify
| priate plant personnel are empowered to take the comnion enhancements that effect all strate-
i- action as required by the strategy. gies, such as generalized training in severe acci.
4

; dents for the entire accident management team.
j The identification of equipment and engi- The product of this step will be the list of selected-

; neered methods (Substeps 5A,63) will come enhancements.
| directly from the formulated strategy, specifi-
j cally what equipment and methods the strategy The -third task o_f the~ process is to develop a
| requirea beyond the existing capabilities, structure to organize the strategies. The structure..

; should be ymptom-based and function-onented.
The identification of needed computational The structure will provide the means to determine.

aids (Substep 6A) will come from an analysis further ambiguities or conflicts among the strate-
of the strategy and the requirements that < .e ' es or _with established operating procedures. Thegi.

[ strategy places on the operator. For. example, structure will most likely need to cover not only-
| owing to time constraints or the complexity of procedures designed for the control room, but also
[ a calculation, an aid may be necessary for the - for use in the TSC, It is possible that the level of
I operator to make needed calculations in the detail contained in the procedures for the control

evolution of an accident. and TSC will differ in detail. This step should be,

! accomplished by a team of individuals similar to-
|- The identification of the enhancements for
! information needs (Substep 6.5) will come_ . that used to construct the EOps, as specified in-

.

_

NUREG-0899. After the structure is determined, -
directly from a comparison of what instrumen checks should be made to determine 'if the entire,

| tation is required for the strategies versus what accident management space, in terms of safety
j' is available at the plant. Enhanced instrumen- functions, has been covered so that there is confi-
! tation may be required where existing instru- dence in the completeness and applicability of the '

[ mentation-will fail because of environmental strategies that make up the accident nianagement
i cmsiderations or where new measurements, program,

f
4
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The product from this substep will be a com- ous strategies. The enhancements will cover proce-

plete set of enhancements that will help to ensure dures, decision making, equipment and engineered |
complete coverage of the accident space and opti- methods, computational aids, information needs, |
mization of successful implementation of the vari- training, and enhancements for accident situations. ;

i

:
!

Step 6. Implement Enhancements and Strategies

..

j integrate 3 De'''*'"* 5 seiect 7 vareate
information capabN es, strategies

\ \ \ ! \/ /

Ment @ g implement .- g Irarporate .g Ccegonze strategies enhancement information jsecuencer., |

i

The objective of this step is to implement the four major accident management centers (control
accident management enhancements and strategies room, technical support center (TSC), operational j

identified in Step 5. They are implemented by support center (OSC), euergency operations facil-
developing modified or additional procedures and ity (EOF)] during the progression of a severe acci-
guidelines, computational aids, equipment, and dent.
training. This step also delineates decision-making
responsibility and ashority. T'ie analysis of the necessary tasks for apply-

! ing a specific strategy provides the basis for deter-
! mining the need for additional procedures or |

|6 '*hancement| Procedures and Guide-| Substep 6.1 Implement
guidelines for that strategy. The need to add to an

'

P''**"
, en existing EOP, or to add a separate EOP, should be

lines one of your first considerations. If the strategy-

requires tasks outside of the control room, select a
The objective of this substep is to develop the method for interfacing that action with the EOPs.

procedural and guideline documents that will per- If the decisions for executing specific tasks are to
mit selection and use of applicable accident man- be centered in the TSC or EOF, then this should be

agement strategies in the event of a severe acci- pre-specified to the control room. A similar provi-
dent. Extensions and enhancements of existing sion should be made if decisions concerning
procedures and guidelines may satisfy a major repair, restoration, or modification of equipment
part of this objective. When an additional type of or systems is expected to be made by a work party
procedure is required, interface it constructively in the plant. In analyzing such tasks, specify the
with existing procedures to ensure coordinated extent .to which control room personnel will be
accident management activities. Three categories expected to remain cognizant of plant conditions
of tasks should be reviewed to determine the need and the extent to which cognizance will be trans-
for developing procedures and guidelines: (1) the ferred to the TSC or the EOF.
preliminary tasks developed in Step 5.1 for each
procedure enhancement identified in Substep 5.7, Assess tasks intended or expected to be con-
(2) the continuing tasks necessary in the event of ducted outside the control room, especially those in
an accident, irrespective of the strategies being the TSC or the EOF or those to be performed by
applied, and (3) the tasks that might be necessary work parties, to determine the need for pre-planned
to manage the unique, and perhaps novel, develop- guidelines to supplement the training and experi-
ments of a specific accident. Figure 9 illustrates ence of the personnel involved. Develop proce-
the relation of procedures and guidelines to the dures or guidelines for these tasks with adequate
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Determining the safety status of the plant anddetail to ensure that the performance level of the *

j personnel will be predictable and you have confi- determining the emergency action levels

j dence that the Ok will be accomplished within the - (EALs)

! required time. Achieving this level of confidence
Transmitting information on the current and! may require supplementing the procedures with +

} ready access to special information, for example, predicted plant safety status

,
plant systems and equipment data, results of ther- ,

Controlling the configuration of plant systems I

| mal-hydraulic analysis, and checklists. Use a con- -

! sistent, unambiguous format in procedures for
Controlling activities and staging of onsite! operational decisions intended to be made in the .

j TSC or the EOF; we prefer the IF-THEN format personnel
; recommended in NUREG-OS99 for EOPs.

Analyzing accident management, consisting
{

+

; Confidence in the predictability of timely per- of situational assessment, determination of

formance of repair, restoration, or realignment need for action, and management of resources
4

j tasks specified in the strategy may also require _during execution of the actions. See Table 6

| preplanned work packages. The level of detail in for examples of real-time analytical uks that

j the preplanned work packages could be mini- may require guidance for personnel in the
mized if the strategy allows sufficient lead time, . TSC.:

! and if support personnel are expected to be avail-
Control of emergency exposures of personneli able during the event to provide appropriate detail. *

| If staging of tools, material, or equipment is nec-
i essary to make the strategy feasible, appropriate Maintaining records and logs.-

| reference would be necessary in the preplanned

[ work package. The degree of staging, for exam- The tasks expected to be needed in the

| plc. storage in a dedicated location at the site ver- event of unique or novel de elopments in the acci-

| sus identification of possible suppliers (two con- dent scenario would involve the generation of
j trasting examples) would depend on the probable new, or revised, emergency operating procedures
j- time expected to be available during the event. or work packages. (Determination of the exis-
! tence of a possible unique accident situation and
! The need for preestablished procedures or of the required response is a continuing task, as

f guidelines extends beyond the readiness to apply discussed above)J Review existing policies, stan-
i specific strategies. It also includes the continuing dards, and procedures for generating and revising
i accident management tasks of assessment, super- operating procedures and work packages to deter-

| vision, and control. Most of these tasks would be mine what enhancements are advisable to make
i performed by personnel other than control room them useful during a severe accident situation. If -
i' operators, and the form of the procedure or guide- not already provided for, makeLenhancement or.

| lines should be appropriate for the job position specially provide to expedite the generation,
| and task. Person-1 who will apply the procedural review, and approval of emergency procedures
j guidance should p uicipate in selecting the format and work packages. A special procedure for the'-

| and level of detail. They may be the most appro- . assembly and conduct of operations of a multidis-

|~ priate individuals to write the procedure. The for- ciplinary team for this purpose is appropriate. The
4 mat could range from a detailed principles-of- need for oral direction through the accident man-
;- operation flow sheet to a check list, for example. agement structure should be explicitly met by

The criterion should be that the procedaral guid- standing, preplanned procedures, policies, and-
i ance should be sufficient for any certified individ- guidelines. In addition to this explicit definition,
[ ual to complete the task satisfactorily within the review the accident management procedures,

time available. The continuing accident manage- authorities, and responsibilities to ensure against4

; -
ment tasks include the following: - contradictions or conflicts.

,

t
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Process for Developing an Accident Ma.1agement Plan

.

Table 6. Ihamples of teal time accident management analysis in the Technical Support Center

I)lagnosis , essment/ accident situation

Auen the status of core, containsient, and important safety systems j

Perform basic calculations to assess state of plant and containment

RCS and containment leak rates and paths
Reactor power and fluid levels
Atmosphere flammability /detonability

Determine instrumentation performance and validity of indicators under severe
accident conditions

Recognize the onset of core damar and infer state of core damage from tem-
perature, pressure, coolant chemistry, and containment radiation conditions

Predict the probable timing of key events during the accident

Core damage <

Major low of core geometry
Containment venting / overpressure

Anticipate problems likely to funher degrade the configuration of core and safety sys-
tems

Potential failure mechanisms, for example,

Failure of pumps caused by loss of component cooling water,- high
pool temperature, inadequate NPSil
lier, tup of equipment caused by loss of room cooling
Loss of HPCI, RCIC caused by loss of control power
Temperature-induced failure of RCS and steam generaior tubes

Challenges to core and containment resulting from severe accident phenomena

18ydrogen combustion

Reactor vessel fai!ure and direct containment heating
Liner mell-through
Concrete attack / ablation
Gross containment Icakage and leakage location

,

Estimate pressere and temperature rise from projected hydrogen combustion or reactor
vessel failure

-.
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Process for Developing an Accident Management Plan

Table 6, (Continued)

Formulate Accident Response

Identify and assess accident management $1rategies to present or arrest core damage,
prevent containment failure, and reduce radiological releases

identify alternate or nonsafety yrade equipment that can compensate for the
loss of safety-grade equipment and systems (use list of candidate accident man-
agement strategies)

Identify system configuratior's that can provide adequate core cooling

|

itecognite limitations i restrictions on the use of plant systems to mitigate
Iaccio.?nt consequences (such as pressure rating of containment vent piping,

design dise!..rge head of condensate and service water pumps, and interlocks
on operation of scactor coolant pumps or main steam isolation valves)

Ur'derstand possible measures to mitigate radioactive releases once the core,
vessel, or containment has been damaged (such as use of reactor building fire
sprinklers to reduce releases, and flooding containment pr # to vessel failure to
prevent liner attack)

Use 1%AMPE msights to set priorities for corrective actions

Implement response actions

Take positive action to tre"ablish the redundancy, diversity, and independence of the
,

safety systems, and integt e affort with control room operators

implement accident management strategies to arrest core damage, prevent containment
failure, and reduce radiological releases

Pre plan to expedite implementation, for example, p? positioning stocks of
materials, electrical jumper cables, hose adapters

Preapprove authority to ov,rride fomul procedures and controls or implement
ad hoc equipment moditications

Monitor and update

Monitor the effectiveness of strategies implemented by the control room operators

Anticipate problems likely to further degrade the configuration of core and safety sys-
tems

"
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Process for Developing an Accident Management Plan

Fmally, any piocedures specifically intended Decision. making authority*

for potential use in accident management should
be reviewed to serify th'.. d.e. Generation and review of pmposed actions*

Are technically correct and complete Communicationt* *

Are integrated with other procentes or poli. The process for developing the accident man-*

cies such that powible procedural contradic- agement decision making structure will focus on
tions aie resolved and any necessary transfer identification and assessment of the types of deci.
between procedures is provided for sion making and decision support tasks that could

be needed during an actual sesere accident. This
Are consistent with the accident management assessment should determine the changes needed*

organization and assignment of duties and to the station's decision-making structure, that is,
responsibilities such that the performance the emergency response organization, responsibili-
assignment is clear ties, authorities, im itws, and communications.

Are considered usable by the departments or Review the present structure for decision mak-*

positions who may use them ing during an emergency at the nuclear station
(organization tables, position descriptions, proce-

Include defenses against human error or dures, etc.) to determine v 'r te enhanecment is*

methods to detect and recsver from human needed to fill the following .ceds:
error.

Incorporation of new strategies into the procc-*

The products of this substep will be the proce- dures for emergency operation where the
dures, guidehnes, job descriptions, organizanonal strategies may involve a higher level of opert.-
charts, check lists, etc., that provide p.eplanned, tional control than the present EOPs, that is,
documented direction to the utility staff for man- plant management instead of systems control
agement of an accident.

Coordination between onsite accident man-*

cpement (plant response) and offsite emergen-_.,

6 imrument Substop 6.2 Implement cy response for the purpose of minimiting the
enhancement Delineation of Decision risk of radiation esposure of the public (for

Making flesponsibilities example, venting of the containment and man-
agement of response to a planned, smaller

Decisions may be required durine tL: course radiological release rather than risk a later,
of an accident to develop or revise emergency larger releese)
procedures; to develop, approve, and release
emergency work packages; to determine the best Mutual recognition of the divisiens of func-*

estimate of the status of the plant and the pro- tions and responsibilities between the control
pression of esenn; or to select a strategy for rooms, the TSC, and the EOF, and the ability
management of the plant. The objective of this to smoothly shift the centers of operational
part of the process is to develop and implement control as appropriate for the tasis perfonned
the structure for this decision making during the during the accident
course of a severe accident. This structure
should encompass Capability tc decide on the best estimates of*

the accident status and progression, the major
Organization s.'sks, and the options f or response, and to use*

these decisions as the basis for management
Responsibilities of the plant*
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Process for Developing an Accident Managemrant Plan

Capabihty to lecide whether actions beyond the operations in the 'l SC or the EOF. In the contain-.

license restrictions are needed for reasons of ment senting example, the Technical Guidehnes
safety and the capabihty for timely and appro- for the EOPs should define the decision making

priate action, as authorned by 10 Cl R $tt$4 structu e and the symptoms used to artise at the
paragraphs N and tyi decision. The extended 1:OP. together with other

utility procedures and policies, would implement
Capability to mak best use of ontite equip- the guideline to specify both how and who makes.

ment materials u.d personnel resources. the decision.

The subject of decision-making responsibili- The decision making structure shouhl pro-
ties can be esammed for three different regions of vide guidelines f or communication between the
operanon in the regine of sevete acements: TSC and the control room. Certain information

upon which to base a decision for control room
Operation per preser: ECrs actions may be derived from plant statue analysis.

performed in the TSC. Detennining the capabihty
Operation per future EOPs extended by addi- for needed equipment to opera.e under the condi-.

tional Technical Guidelines that implement tions that may exist may be an example.
new strategies for sesere accidents

The focus for the formation of strategic
Operation beyond the extended and previously decisions for operation during sesere accidents.

approved EOPs that exist at the time of initia- should be in the TSC, with the authority for certain
tion of the accident. decisions residing with the EOF Director (the

Director for Emergency Operationst This wotdd
Operation with Present EOPs pennit the control room operators to concentrate

on the control of plant systems, which could
Review any operational experiences with the become very demanding if repairs, modifications,

present EOPs during drills or actual operational or interconnections are in progress, in general,
events to determine where management of the severe accident management would not be needtd
plant response could be improsed. Po:ential areas until after the TSC and EOF are fully manned.
of impros emen: include operator aids, backup pro- Nevertheless, the possinility of early core damage
cedures or checklists, staging of tools or material, remains (such as might result from an extremely
TSC guidelines, TSC personnel training, etc. unlikely external event), and the exi:, ting bmad
Since these operational experiences are quite lim- authorities of the senior reactor operator / shift
ited as to the event severity, supplement your supervisor (SRO) simuld stand. Procedures and
reviews by walk-throughs of the EOPs for selected training should be reviewed to ensure that the SRO
severe accident sequences. Finally, assess the is prepared to make the appropriate decisions.
results of the reviews to detennine if the decision-

,

r s defined above) should be Operation Beyond Extended and Previ-making structure a

enhanced. ously Approved EOPs

Operation with Approved, Extended The need for this mode of operation should be
EOPs minimized by prior planning. However, the possi-

bility does exist for a need arising during a severe
The decision making structure shcald provide accident for operation beyond extended and previ-

for onsite actions, for example, containmeni vent- ously approved EOPs. The uncertainties in both
ing, which should be coordinated with offsite detenninistic and probabilistic analysis may be a
authorities. The decision-rnaking structure should major contributor to this situation, even where a
be supported by specific steps in the extended Level 111 PRA has been completed and the results
EOPs (see Figure 10), or in the guidelines for have been incorporated into the approved EOPs.
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Figure 10. Decision-makmg flow for plant operations during accident management.

This powibi!ity has serious implications because, principle should be reemphasized by the decision
by definition, this (ituation would be one with structure established in the accident management
high, comingent risks and limited time for making plan for the nuclear station.
a decismn. t he decision making structures in the
accidem management plan should be prepared for The delineation of decision making in the
this need by providing for the continued, but expe- accident management plans for operation beyond
dited, forms of decision suppon. previously extended and approsed fiOPs should

derise from the abose described p: oven principles
Typical management of decision making by a and practices. Where time permits, use appointed

utility during an emergency at a nuclear station ree- personnel during the accident to proside the estab.
ognizes and promotes the principle of separatian of lished reviews and approvah. Provision should be
the decision proceu into three distinct stagN (a) made to expedite the execution of the reviews and
the original diagnosis or generation of optioth for approvah. The staffing of the TSC and the corpo-
action, (b) a distinct and somewhat independent rate !!OF should provide personnel with the skills,
review of the diagnostic results and the proposed experience, and training for ti is express purpose.
actions, and (c) a managerial approval action. 'Ihis 'I he concept is to provide alternate personnel,
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Process for Developing an Accident Management Plan
,

{
shorter turn-around and. ultimately, to omit steps. of powible sescie consequences and |imited time
i or a rapidly propicump esent, the semoi manap- 101 anulabic action.
er would retain the authority to issue an on the-
spot change or an oral command to take action Table 7 illustrates application of this decision-
beyond the EOps. Ilow es er, in order for this to ir inaking structural wncept, which is a list of the tasks
ef fectis e, not dismptise, the authority must be pre- the accident management team would be espected to
defined and disclosed to the staf f, carry out during an actual sigrulicant es ent. A nucle-

a station's accident management plan should include

'1he nuclear utilities in the decade smcc 1 MI 2 procedures and guidelines for decision snaking that
deseloped mechanisms for marshalling signincant integrate the organization tables, statements of
o!! site resources within shon enough time intervals responsibilities and authorities, and lines of commu.
to be of powible use during a sesere accident. nications into an ef fective decision-making structure.

These resources can support decision making 'llus stnicture should be based on an assewment of
directly by providing analy tical and technical capa- the types of decision tasks that may be required dur-
bilities. The offsite resources can provide indirect ing the managernent of a sesere accident. This
support for decision making by increasing the assessment can also identify where aids to the deci-
number and range of available options for wnee- sion task flow cook! be helpful, such as procedures,
tise or miticatise actions Existing planniag at communications training, etc.

utilities f or e nergency response has identified spe-
cific of f site re%;, s f ir augmenting the capabili-
ties of the OSC staff for repairs, modificatmns, g Irnvement Substep 6.3. Implement

enhance nont Equipment and Engl.ieptacements, or installations.
neered Methods

There is considerable infonnation availaHe on
the discipline of decision making and on the The objective of this substep is to implement
results of studies on actual decision making. This the equipment and enginected systems detennined
literature strongly suggests that the ty pe of deci- to be needed for the selected strategies. This sub-
sion rcakmg required during the m"nagement of a step will only be necewary if the enhancements
severe accident be structured to be performed in selected in Step $ identify the need for equipmentj

two stages; situational asseurnent and resource or enginetted methods that cannot be met using
management bee Figure 11). This is defense existing hardware.
against a natural inclination to take what may oc
premature, ill-conceised action when the decision We consider equipment to be the hardware
making structure is under the combined pressures normally used in the plant. Examples include

Option generation.

Prediction of effectData .
, .

'

Option evaluationHypotheses ..

u u
-.

Cituational is action ResMrce * Mtion
assessment needed? Management

Figure 11. Decision flow.
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f Table 7. Decision-making tasks for accident management

The primary responsibility for these tasks should rest with the TSC staff, which should consist
of qualified representatives from engineering analysis, systems engineering, operations, and mainte-
nance. Until the TSC is staffed, the responsibilities for these tasks will need to be carried by the on-
shif t station stalT, for example, the control room shift supenisor (SRO), the STA, and the mamte.
nance supervisor. During this period, priority is given to tasks 1, a, b, and c.

1. Situational Assessment

a. Determir.e current values and immediate trem's of safety related parameters and safety
functions. Give priority in this assessment to parameters and safety functions that are
abnormal or trending toward safety limits

b. Detennine which EOP(s) should be entered and what steps within the EOP(s) are immedi.
ately applicable

c. Develop a hypothesis for the event

1. Detennine the apparent cause or driving force (s) for the pmgression of the event

2. Identify and prioritire the safety functions and systems that are of concem

3. Identify the path through the EOP(s? that will be applicable for placing the plant in a
safe and stable state

4. Continue to test the hypothesis against instrument readings and other infonnation.
Update or discard hypothesis and develop alternate hypotheses

d. Detennine if action should be taken to suppon the EOPs (staffing, maintenance and repair,
materials, analysis, operator aids, communications and minor change to EOPs). _ If YES,
refer the task of detennining what actiom, are required to Resource Management

Develop a prediction of the accident progression based on the best available hypothesis (ore.

upon alamate hypotheses that are of creditable probability)

f. Detennine if action beyond the EOPs should be taken. If YES, refer the task of dele mining
w hat actions are required to Resource ? lanagement

'

2 Resource Management

Refer to Task 1.d and f for deGnition of the need for action to support the EOPs or for actiona,

beyond t!.e EOPs that resulted from situational assessment. Select action (s) based on the
following:

1. Determining what options are available

2. Prediction of effects of each option giving consideration to relative uncertainties, onsite
ai,d offsite consequences, short-tenn and long-tenu considerations
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'lable 7. to ontn mb

3. Evatu. of the options based on po.inte and negative etf ects, resource consumption,
and uncert , ties

b, impleinent selh tC '6 oplion(s)

1. Deselopment of work packupes or procedures

2. Independent review

3. Managernent approval

4, Release

5 Execution and situational assessment trefers to need for return to Task 1)

The present capabilities for decision making during the application of accident management strate-
gies should be resiewed using a job or task analysis method. The products of this analysis will tw
the station documentation that defmes the decision-making structure:

Organization The charts or tables that show the positions that begin to be manned at an
chans Alert EAL and are f ully manned at a Site Area Emergency

Position 'Ibe position or job descriptions that define ti.e position title, duties, tasks,
descriptions responsibilities, and autho ities of the job positions in the atm e organization

Procedures The procedures, guidelines, checklists, etc., that may be used by individuals
in the above positions

Commumcations The phones, radios, and other means used to communicate between individu-
als at different h> cations pjgs the typical complement of individuals at each
center such as the control room. TSC, EOF, OSC, and others

Decisionmaking The kinds, origias, and flow of infonnation to decision fomiation centers (for
information example, the plant computer data link to the TSC)

Methods of The results or outputs from the decision making process and the administra-
implementing live proceduies concerning their generation
decisions

a. Emergency Procedures
b. Job orders / work packages
c. Change notices to existing documei,o
d. Other fonns of issuing a decision, conclusion, declaration, command

(an example is a declaration of an EAL)
e. Infonnation reports to offsite ERCS and to utility and station staff

C
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pumps, sakes, piping, etc. Engineered 9 stems and basis for the pincedures are described
are a special class of equipment, w hich includes in sulfhient detail to allow independent
hardware or software especially designed for a quality assurance to be perfonned.
specific strategy to assist in implementing or car-
rying it out. An es.unple would be a spool piece The proper modification or installation of the.

that could be installed to allow a fire hose from needed equipment or engineered methods
the firewater system to be attached to the inlet of should be verified using accepted plant test
an injection pump. If th; modification of esisting procedures for this pmcess. Proper coordina-
or the addition of new hardware is needed, the tion and interfacing with existing or newly
resalts from Step $ should provide a concise implemented operating procedures, training,
description of the changes or new hardware needs. etc. should also be verified using accepted

plant procedures.
The tasks for the implementation pmcess for

equipment and engineered methods are described The equipment and engineered systems should
in general terms, since the process for modifying be developed as necessary to facilitate eifective
or adding hardware will differ from plant to plant: implementation of the needed strategies and pro-

cedures. These engineered systems should be cas-
A requirements specification should be desel- ily accessed and include documentation with a*

oped for each modification to provide the simple step-by-step means of achieving the
needed equipment or engineered method. desired outcome, along with the training for
This specification should describe the f> "ow- appropriate staff personnel to ef fect implementa-
ing: tion. An up to date list of supp'iers that are the

primary source of key resources should also be
- The purpose and needed specific maintained to ensure v.fficient backup for obtain-

capabilities of the engineered system or ing needed parts, etc. This list of resource suppli.
method ers should be maintained by both the technical

support and station operations personnel, with the
- The technical guideline for a procedure appropriate amoun. of lead time for acquisition

for using the engineered system or method noted for all key backup resources. These
resources should include, for example, condensate

- The environmental conditions under and borated water supplies, diesel generators,
which the engineered system will be used, backup injection pumps, etc.

The documented requirements should be used.

as the basis for a n ,!opment and implemen- I implement Substep 6.4. Implement
tation plan that provides the following infor. {genhancement COmputat|Onal Methods
mation. and Aids

- The procedure for using the engineered He objective of this substep is to ensure that
system / method appropriate computational aids are developed that

will complement and assist in the implementation
- The applications and limitations of severe accident management strategies to pre-

vent or mitigate severe accident consequences.
- Identification of the personnel using the These computational aids include methods for

system / method monitoring the current status of the phnt, and pro-
jecting the progression of key phenomenological

- Documentation of the system or method events, timings, and consequences identified in
in which the purpose, application or use, Step 5 as necessary for strategy success.
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Process for Developing an Accident Management Plan
'

Some examples of computational aids are as fol- bydraulic moJels, sesere core damage and .

low s: melt progression models, RCS pressure
boundary failure models, containment phe.

Computational methods and aids to determine nomena me els, and radiological release i*

plant status and predict the progression of the models. Thi* package may be on a mainframe :
accident sequence, and to determine timing of or special workstation environment and j

Ikey phenomenological events (initiation of should be fast-executing.
core melt, lour head failure, containment {
failure, etc.) The process of assembling the above computation- !

al aids includes the following: !
t

Computational methods and aids to predict i*

From the assessment of information needssevere accident consequences (core damage *

assessments; combustion potential as deter- that cannot be supplied by the existing mea- i

mined by the containment hydrogen. steam, surements identified m Abstep 5.5, Evaluate i

and air content that results in inertion, della- Instrument Performance, list the information

gration and detonation conditions; magnitude needs of the operating staff for those items
and dimibution of radiological releases; etc.) where information necessary to manage the .;

'
accident is deficient (failed, unavailable, miss-

Computational methods and aids to assess the ing, or excessive error). If possible, computa- !*

impact on the accident consequences of modi. tional aids should be developed and imple- i
fications to. or creation of new, severe acci- mented to provide the missing information.
dent strategies or procedures that may be These aids may provide infonnation for diag-
needed during the event. nosis, sources of backup information for con-

firmation, or for decision making in accident
The format of the aids used in the above examples management.
mignt include the following:-

As required by the final plant and station pro-*

Nomographs (for example, containment cedures and guidelines and the results from*

hydrogen, air, steam profiles showing iner- Substep 53, computational aids and methods
tion, deflagration, and detonation regions; may also be needed by the technical support
time to lower head failure based on core exit center staff to alert the operators that a given
thermocouple time at-temperature; contain- procedure will be needed to control an

| ment failure probability as a function of RCS impending accident consequence. These

( pressure at time of los er head failure; etc.) computational aids would be used to assess
plant status and to project the overall accident

Simple calculational methods to be used in progression. These aids would be used to.

hand calculations understand progression of event and where
and when the impending challenges to the

More complex cah -.lational methods to be plant safety functions will occur.*,

I implemented on a PC
j.

_

As identified in the as_sessment of phe-a

Simplified fast-executing system codes capa- nomenological behavior in Step 5.2, computa-
'

.

ble of estimating response, for examp'e, tran- tional aids may be required to implement and
sient thennal-hydraulic blowdown of the RCS monitor the status of some of the strategies.

; or containment temperature and pressure
From the needs identified above, prepare a| response *

requirements specification and a development
An integrated severe accident analysis code and implementation plan for each of the com-.

package that includes transient thermal putational aids needed
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Process for Dev31oping an Accident Management Plan

Use of the abose computational methnds am! - Environmental conditions to w hich the
aids is particularly important when infonnation is transducer, cabling, signal conditioning,
unasailable to the operating staff because either or other equipment will tv subjected
the severe accident environment has failed the
plant instrumentation, or the instrumentation need- - Special support system and signal condi-
ed to pmvide the information does not exist. In tioning needs, including the need for
this contest, computational methods ard aids can emergency electrical power and for pro-
serve to fill those information deficiencies w!are cessing the data to provide additional
plant instnnnentation has f ailed or does not exist, infonnation
Use of the last available plant instrument infonna-
tion could seive as input to the computational - Special display needs, including the loca-
methods and aids to predict those severe accident tion and type of display s needed.
phenomena and parametets not asailable but nec-
essary for effective accident management. Use the identified requirements to deselop a*

plan for implementmg the instruments. The
plan should provide the details on the modifi-

6 Implement Substep 6.5. Implement cation or development of instn. mentation
enhancement InIOrmation Needs using the estabrshed plant procedures and

practices and should include a description of
1he objective of this substep is to des elop and what coordination is needed with other imple-

implement the enhancernents associated with the mentation ef forts. l'or example, describe the
instrumentation. This s.) Wp will only be neces- interfaces with procedures development ard
sary if the enhancements selected in Step 5 identi- training to ensure that the information from
fy the need for infonnation that cannot be met by the instrumentation is being used properly and
the instruments in their present configuntioa or by that the personnel invohed in accidsni man-
other means such as computationa! aids. If the agement will be trained on its use Close
modification of existing, or the addition of new, coordination with trainirig on computational
instrumentation is needed, the resuhs from Step 5 aids may also be required for some instrumen-
should provide a concise description of the tation.
changes or new instntmentation needs. The tasks
involved in this substep are as follo.m Using accepted plant procedures, verify.

proper modification or installation of the
Identify the requirements for modifying or needed instrumentation. Also, using accepted

-

installing any needed instrumentation based on plant procedures, verify proper coordination
the integrated set of instrumentation needs and interfacing with existing or newly imple-
developed during Step 5. Use these require- mented procedures, training, etc.
ments to develop a requirements specificatun
that can be used to develop implementation
plant The information in the specification g implement Substep 6.6. Implement
document should include, for example, the fol. enhancement Training
lowir.g: -

-

The objective of this substep is to provide
- Specification cf nie general type of mea- information on the development ut training

surement, for example, pressure, requirements for successful execution of each
temperatur e, etc. enhancemen'. Base the training requirements on

the data obtained from the procedure develop-
- The needed range and accuracy ment task, the phenomenological analyses, the

equipment performance, the human performance
- The location of the transducer evaluation elements of the framewerk, the instru-
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mentation, the computational aids, etc. This will analysis 3hould be based on task analysis data,

ensure that the training adequately addresses all which includes all the necessary information
,ispects of the job within the system. Des elop regarding skills, knowledge, abilities, tools,
requirements for all participants in the process of information, and required operator aids to
accident management for a given strategy. This enable complete development.

includes not only the reactor operators but also
Define tne goals and objectives of the training.members of the TSC and others as defined by the *

,

I individual utilities. These requirements will differ Formally state goals and objectives, using !
substantially as a function of the position, and behavioral, enabling, and terminal learning
will.be composed, for example, of different com- objectives,
binations and lesels of academic knowledge ver-

Select instructional methods and media. Giec 1sus practical working level knowledge of various *

phenomena omd systems. Also consider general special attention to ensure the highest transfer
training in the areas of teamwork and decision of training is possible, by using state of-the-i

making, as these areas may greatly impact overall art simulation 1:chniques, and by involving all
performance of the utility. The process for devel- accident management team members.

opment of this training should follow acceptable,
Select and develop evaluation criteria thatindustry standard practices tilloom), and will be *

based on all prior analyses conducted in Steps 3 directly test the mastely of the instruction
and 5. objectives and successful completion of the

goals, as well as all materials and facilities..

Perforrn a detailed analysis to determine the*

Develop a plan for drills and follow up, torole that training will play for all individuals *

involved in the management of accidents for maintain utility readiness.
each strategy and its man-machine system.
This should include training for control room The product of this element will be a complete
personnel, members of the TSC, an.1 others training module that will ensure mastery of the
imotved in the accident management process tasks necessary for the successful implementation ,

Ias defined by the individual utilities. This of the selected strategy.

|
1

i

|
|
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Step 7. Perform Program Validation

j tr@ grate
3 D* *'".e*s 5 sect 7 vawateinformation capabilit stratoges

N 7 A ~~~g %
-A / rA / --A-

, A
Ide'*'Y 3 P'***"'2 categonze 4 st tog +s 6 *hancement 8 incora rate

sequence, ) en information

The objective of this element is to a provide a Phase 2 should be a full operational test of the
process for the valida; ion of the strategies and strategy, which includes all patts of the organiza-
enhancements, including the engineered methods, tion im .ilved in the accident:
procedures, md training.

The test shauld require personnel to diagnose.

To provide a comprehensive validation of the what strategy is appropriate and hor L Nple-
implemented plan, conduct a complete operational ment the struegy given the scenario presented
test or drill of each strategy. We recogrse that to them
many of the sceaarios for the proposed strategies
might include plant states that carmot it interactive- The test should include all personnel involved.

ly nuleled by com.nercially available simulators at in the strategy
pus :nt, llowe.'er, a part task /part scope simulation
can be engineered to accomplish the requin d testing The test should include perfonnance measures.

environment. It may tv appropriate to use reconled that relate to successful termination of the scc-
scenarios that are simply played back on the simula- natio by the strategy
tor (developed for the specific purpose), or to use a
severe accident code package on a work station. These measures should be identified in*

Such determinations will need to be made on a strat- advance and should be Le a to improving iegy-bpstrategy basis by individual utilities. This overall perfonnance of the staff while imple-
willinclude evaluating aU t gies, and evaluating menting that strategy
the utility 's mechanism for u.p.ng w ita ace; dents for
wl.ich no strategy presently exists. Conduct a two- Minimally, these performance measures.

phase approach to this test. should cover the plant equipment and status,
procedures t guidelines, engineered aids,

Phase I should be a simple walkthrough con- and training material
sisting of a step-byatep check of the ngineered
methods, procedures, and training to determine if The measures should be taken, evaluated, and.

they suppon each strategy. For example, do pnu- the results documented, indicating relative
dures suppon execution of the strategy? Do engi- success of the implementation and identifying
neered methods work and are they available when any needed improvements,
ieqaired by the strategy? Does the training provided
facilitate effective implementation of each suategy? The product of this step is a documented
Such questions should be asked for each strategy to test and evaluation of the implementation of the
ensure probable esecution. Any deficiencies should strategy, including the identification of any neces-
be corrected prior to the full operational testing. sary modifications.
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Step 8. Incorporation of New Information

_ . . - - r
S 7 V""d"t"1 ht"7* 3 D* * *" 5 *ra'e'giesinbr mahon capabdtes st

7 x , - ss\ / A$ L _.( '

h{ en*hancement2 't"9"' i 4 *St'ateg esC ""' P'**""'
8 'information

"c 'Po'S''
seaances | t_a

Means to document the changes. includingSince sesere accident research wdl continue .

during the developmf it of the acciQnt manage- appropriate engineering discipline review s ard

ment programs, new information will become signolf.
asailable alter the accident management programs
bas e been put in place. As new infc . nation The process for incorporating new informa-
becomes available, the means of incorporating this tion into the pmgram includes the following steps:
new inf ormation into the accident management

A means of maintaining cogni/ance of newprograms will be necessary, The new inf onnation .

might identify new severe accident phenomena or research results and developments in accident
'

quantily the tffecn of some severe accident management should be puiin place. This may
behasiors, which could create the need for new include a formal pmcedure where a designated
strategies or invalidate esisting procedures or engineering discipline summarizes the results
strategies. To evaluate new information as it of a brief review of a list a potential new
becomes available, deselop an evaluation ptocess deselopments with application to accident
and implementation plan as part of your accident management. The documentation of this
management pmgrant. This evaluation and imple- review could occur at least ont (ach year or
mentation plan snould include at the time an imponant research development

or new infonnation becomes available. The
A mtans M acquitmg the new information, review would either state that the list of new.

including information developed by the oper- developments is roi v orthy of inclusion or
ating staff trom dr:Ils walkthroughs, training, give recommendation to formally invest:pate a
plant operating esperience, results of new change for possible incorporation into the
research etc. accident management program.

if new infonnation has been recomme. ~1forAn assessment of the impact of the new infor- ..

mation on the plant and accident manacement possible inclusion into thc proptam, a formal
program evaluation is then perfonned.

A chance to the existing accident managementThe means of incorpcrating the new infoc'na-4 . .

tion into the accident management pmeess to program should be documented for evaluation.

impros e accident management All appropriate disciplines should then be used
in the evaluatinn process to detennine that

Means to validate and s erify the changes.

- The change does not increase the proba-
Means to update the training program bility of occurrence or consequences of an.
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:
!

accident or malfunction of equipment Mechanical Engineering |
imponant to safety previously evaluated. j

Civil Engineering !
- The change does not create the possibility Nuclear or Reactor Engineering |

of an accident or malfunction or a differ- (Reactcr Physics)
cat type than previously evaluated.

Nuclear Safety Engineering
The change does not reduce the margin of (Ibign liasis Accidents and PRA)

-

safety defined previously in the basis for
,

the technical specifications. Electrical Engineering
4

,

i l
The change does not adversely affect-

1.icensing e

achievement of a long tenn stable state of Staion Opionscore cooling.
'

Procedures should already exist for making Training and Emergency Response.

plant procedural, technical specification, or ,

design changes. These same procedures Once each discipline has approved the change, j.

should be used in evaluating enanges to the perform Steps 2 through 7 to ensure complete- |
accident management program. -It is ness in incorporating the change into the acci- }
important to ensure that di major engi. dent management plan. '

4

neering disciplines be involved in a formt.1, '

documented review to ensure coraplete- The product of this step will be a formal pro- [
ness and av areness to the change. The cedure for identifying, approving, and ir 3rporat- |
cngineering disciplines engaged in :he ing new research results or developments into the j
evaluation should include . accident management program.

~

i

! !
'

.

!

!
;

|

|-
i
i

l.
;
,
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Process for Developing an Accident Management Plan

!

4. Criteria for Assessing Accident Management Plans !

t

We have deseloped a set of general assess. For each accident sequence, the infomia-
'

ment criteria thit can be used to assess the adequa- tion shculd be sufficiently detailed to
cy of methods suggested for developing severe describe important failures of equipmeret, |

cccident management plans or to examine the human errors, important events ard their !

capability of plans that are completed. These cri- timing, and current and poteraial preven- [
wria are based on the preliminary criteria docu- 1101 or mitigation actions. Detailed IPE |

!
mented in NUREG/CR-3543, and revisions to or PRA results will generally satisfy this

these criteria presented in Volume 2 of this criterion.
NUREG/CR, but they have been generalized so ;

'

that they are not specific tc a particular develop- b. Accident sequences shou!d be grouped or

ment or implementation process. categorized such that. they can aid in
identifying plant accident management

The assessment criteria are o ,anized using the capabilities and assessing the support of
nine general attributes of accident management plant safety functions by accident man-
discussed in Section 2. They are presented in three agement strategies. These assessment cat-

groups that follow the sequence for preparation ego *ies should encompass the plant IPE or

and implementation of an accident management PRA results to ensure that all severe acci-

plan: (1) critecia for attributes that relate to the dent behavior that might challenge the
preparation of information necessary to develop plant safety functions are included,,

accident management plans, (2) crheria for attrib- Separate groups or categories should be
utes that are important during the preparati'n and established if significant differences are
implementation of accident management plant, noted in the timing of key events, system
ar d (3) criteria for attributes that are necessary to conditions, support system availability, or
enrure that an established accident management systern environmental conditions,
pian is validated and properly maintnined.

Detailed descriptions of the plant equip-t

4.1 Prepare Necessary Information went, instrumentation, operations,
resources (borated water, electrical pcwer,

Criteria for the attribute rela:ing to gathering etc.), and training shauld be compiled.
and preparing information necessary for develop- These descriptions must include dengn
ing an accident management plan are presented in and operatienal limitations.
this section. The attribute is stated first, followed
by the criteria. d. A review should be performed to identify

how existing plant hardware ar.d person-
1 Adequate information should be assembled to nel can be used to provide the capability

undcruand the capabilities and potential limi- to manage severe accidents. Tbc review
rations of the plant, including both equipment should use structured and formal methods
and personnel. that apply to all groups or categories, for

example, a structured set of questions
a. Information should be compiled that designed to d:temiine how current proce-

clearly identifies those severe accident dures, safety and nonsafety equipment;
sequences to which the plant could be instrumentation, decision making respon-
vulnerable, including high consequence sibility and au:hority, and training relate
low-probability sequences and sequences to severe accident prevention and mitiga-
with a high probability of core damage. tion.
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4.2 Accident Plan Development and d. Strategies should consider the long term
implementntion i.c ds for accident management in tenns of

Criteria fc- the attributes relating to develop. - The long-term effects of radiation on
ing and implementing an accident management ha~aitability, access to plant areas, per
plan are presented in this section. The attributes sonnel exposure, equipment degrada-
include the five NRC accident management tion, and instrmnent depadation
framework elements. Each attribute is listed, fol-
lowed by the criteria. - The need to provide long-term cool.

ing for the core material in the RCS
1. A clearly identificJ set of accident rnanage. and the containment

rner: strategies should be available to effer-
tit ely prevent or mitigate undesirable accident The tseed to manage combustible-

con 3rynences. gases that accumulate in the contain-
ment as a result of ra6sl sis or chem.3

a. Strategies shauld be identif ed that could ical reaction
enhance the capability to prevent or miti-

- gate the challenges to plant severe acci. - The need to manage the chemistry of -
dent safety functions in each of the fol. the water in the containment to mini-
lowing areas: (a) prevent core dispersal mire de, cadation of equipment
from the vessel. (b) prevent containment
failure, and (c) mitigate fission product The need to control the leakage of-

release. Strategies for preventing core water and gases from the containment
damage should be included if appropriate.

'The need to manage the waste materi--

b. Severe accident management strategies al generated during and following a
should consider, but not be limited to severe accident

- Repair and restorat an of failed equip. All strategies should be evaluated usingc.
ment techniques that include phenomenological

analyses, human factors analyses, plant
- Use of alternate cquipment systems'and equipment performance

analyses, and analysis of imtrument capa-
- Use of attemate resources bilities to deunniae

- Conservation of resources The likelihood of successful imple--

mentation
- Timing for increased effectiveness

: The effectiveness for preventing or.

Existing strategies propmed for general mitigating the consequences of severe-

severe accident applications or specili- accidents
cally developed for similar plants.

- The potential for the strategy to result
e. The use of special tools; special purpose - in negative effectsfor the public,

hardee, for example, spool pieces; plant perso.. <.l. or the plant systems
analysis aids; and special purpose proce. and equipment
dures and guidance should be considered
for strategies where implementation times The availability of information from-

cre short. plant instrumentation tiecetsary for

.
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strategy selection, implementation. tasks of communications among the per-
t

and evaluation sonnel and organizations imolved in acci-
dent management, control of plant config-

f. The sesere accident mnagement strate- uration and personnel, and contro* of per- ,

gies should be organized into a symptom- sonnel esposure. ;

based, function-oriented structure, and ;

should be reviewed to ensure coverage of d. Special needs of personnel involved in ;

all plant safety functions. A minimum of implementing strategies should be recog. |
'

one strategy should be identified for each nited, that is, specialired tooh, analysis
group or category of severe accidents aids, etc. ;

l- identified. Whenever powible, stdve for |

redundancy und diversity in the strategies 3. Engineered methods (necessary systenu aml |
identified. cipoipment) slwuld be identifiedfor the proper |

implementation ofstrategies. |
g. Results from the strateg, evaluations ;

1he need for Supporting systems, equip- |should he used to prioritiie the order of a.

strategy use if two or more strategies are ment, services, and operator action should i

identified for implementation. be described for each severe accident i
strategy. ;

2. Procedures and guidance shwdd be impic. !

| mented at all appropriate levels in the organi- b. The likelihood of failure, impact of fail- |
:anonfor c.tecuting the strategies. ure. estimated failure time, and inilure - -

niode of systems and equipment necewary f
a. Procedmes for the management of severe for severe accident management should be

accidents, including severe accident man- determined.
agement strategy selection, implementa- i

'

tion, and monitoring should be available c. The following information should be
for the plant operating crew. They should available for each new piece of equip-
be based on results fmm task analysis and ment or each new engineered system
be mteFlated with existing plant i10ps and identified:
emergency response facility guidance.
They should clearly establish lines of. The purpose and needed specific
authority and responsibility and identify the capabilities for the equipment, engi- .[
coordination that is necessary with person- neered system, or method !

,

| nel 3 the emergency response facilities. |
| - A guidel for creating a racedure for t

'

j b. Guidance for the management of severe using the system,if needed
l accidents, including sesere meident man- ~!

I agement strategy selection, implementa- - The environmental conditions under I

tion, and monitoring, should be available - which the engineered system will be (
for all personnel in the emergency used i

response facilities. The guidance should ,

1. imitations on the use of the equip- [be integrated with the procedures used by -

the operating crew. They should clearly ment, engineered . system, or method [
establish lines of authority and responsi;

. [
hitity and specify necessary coordination. 4. Adequate plant status infmmation 3hould bc :

available to monitor all plant safetyfunctions . =b
c. Procedures and guidance should exist dur- and to select and assess the effectiveness of all

'

ing a severe accident for the continuing _ strategics. [

-I
1
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The existing plant instrumentation shoulda. a. The decisions and related activities that
be reviewed to ensure that the severe acci- might be required to support strategies
dent information needs are being met in for each assessment category should be
tenus of the capability to defined, and the individual responsibili. ;

ties for their execution should be speci.
- Provide ir.fonnation needed to moni- fied in the procedures and guidance doc-

tot plant status uments.

Identify challenges n plant severe b. Decision making applicable to uccident
-

accident safety functions management should be visible in the acci-

dent management structure, including
Provide the infonnation necessary to decisions on (a) whether accident manage-

-

select strategies that will prevent or ment actions ate needed, and (b) which
mitigate the ef fects of challenges actions to select and how to manage

resourecs
Determine the effectiveness of select--

ed strategies -
The cmmnunications necessary to supportc.

accident management decisions, including -
Consideration should be given to whetner

lace to face communication needed for
in trument ranges are adequate; the hara coordinating activities, should be defined
ware will operate in the severe accident
plant environments, for example, high d. Analysis aids should be developed and
temperature, pressure, humidity, and radi- validated to support decisions when the
ation fields; and the necessary plant sup- time available for making the decisions is
pon systems are available when the infor- short. These analysis aids shou!i ' Iso
mation is needed.

support decisions to use strategies that
may be devised during the progression of

b, Where existing instrumentation is not ade- a severe accident
quate for severe accidents, alternate
means of supplying the needed infonna- & Adequate training should be providedfor all
tion should be identified, Examples are personnelinvolved in accident management.
modilying existing instrument systems,
adding new instrumentation, or using All personnel involved in accident man-a.
computational aids or analysis aids, agement should be generally trained for

severe accident situations, included
c. The requirem%nts for display of plant

should be a discussion of severe accident
ir. formation should be assessed based on phenomena, plant specific accident pro-
the types of information that will be need- gression results from the IPE or PRA,
ed by personnel involved in accident man- expected response of important instru-
agement.

mentation, information on the expected
response of the plant to severe accident

d. Validated computational aids or analysis strategies, and possible actions that per-
aids may be used to supplement plant sonnel could take to improve this
instrumentation if the existing instruments response.
are not adequate,

b. Training should include procedures and
5. Lines of decision-making authority and guidance associated with strategies identi-

responsibility should be clearly delineated. fied for severe accidents.
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Training should be pmvided in such spe- should be conducted. These lills shouldc.
cialited areas as decision making, use of use accident sequences that will challenge

special tools, special purpose hardware, all aspects of the strategies.

analy sis aids, and special purpose prwe-
dures and guidance, d. Drills should realistically represent low-

probability events. There should be ade-
d. Care should be taken to avoid inconect quate freedback so that actions taken by

use of simulators during training for accident management personnelpduring a
severe accident situations; inadequate drill will have a realistie effect on the pro-
models may produce sesere accident grewion of the drill scenario.
results that are misleading to the trainees.

Validation should be perfonned for analy-e.
Training should consider accident man- m ad ssd.twam or otkr whwam uwd .ine. . .

agemer.t actions that are necewarv in the
acc n' man genwnt.

long term to ensure that the plant temains
in a safe, stable state. Consideration

2. A formal mc(hani3m shtm!d be in plar c to
should be gis en to the types of instrumen.
tation espected to be operating, areas of idennh and inwporate n:w information into~

the plant that are acccuible, equipment the implemented accident manaccment plan
as it becomes availablethat is likely to fail, and plans for its

replacement, etc.
a. Cognizance should be maintained of new

4.3 Plan Validation and Maintenance research results and developments in acci-
i

dent management and severe accident
Criteria for the attributes related to the valida- behavior.

tion and long-term maintenance of the accident
management plan are presented in this section. 5. New information should be assessed as it

becomes available to determine if the
1. Performance of the implemented accident cffectiveness of the accident management

management plan shmdd be validated- plan can be improved.

a. The accident management plan, together . If new information is determined to have
with all supporting documentation, shou!; a sigmficant impact on accident manage-

. .

be compiled and cross-referenced in a ment, potentia changes to the imple-
form that can be reviewed and the results mented accident management plan
validated.

should be identified and evaluated to'

b. A complete walkdown of each revere ensure that they do not compromise the

accident management strategy and its capability of safety ,ystems to p*,ent or

associated procedures and analysis aids mitigate design basis acciderc. or severe

should be condu wd. accident management. Those found to be
beneficial should be documented and

c. A complete operational test or drill of added to the existing accident manage-
each severe accident management strategy ment plan.
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